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Abortion legalization was one of the most important changes in social policy of the 20th century. Previous studies of this consequential legislation examine its impact on the women with the ability to obtain legal abortions, as well as the outcomes of those born in a regime of legal abortion. This is the first paper to examine the effect of abortion legalization on the adult health of the next generation. I examine the link between women’s abortion access and the mortality rates of their children when those children reach ages 20-30. I find that those individuals born at least eighteen months after legalization of abortion in their birth state have mortality rates that are 3% than lower than would otherwise be predicted. Abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant negative impact on white and black mortality rates, with the largest effects for black males. I find some evidence that the association between legalization and mortality in the next generation is being driven by selection effects, through a change the composition of mothers giving birth and the ‘wantedness’ of those being born. I also find that deaths caused by risky behaviors are the most affected by legalization. Overall, the results suggest abortion policy has the potential to affect the adult health of the next generation.
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The Impact of Abortion Legalization on Adult Mortality in the Next Generation

I. Introduction

Abortion legalization was one of the most important changes in social policy of the 20th century, significantly impacting access to abortion services, the women who utilized these services, and the children born to these women. Studies of this consequential legislation examine its impact on the fertility, educational attainment, and income of women with the ability to obtain legal abortions. There is also an extensive literature examining the impact of abortion legislation on the outcomes of those born in a regime of legal abortion, including childhood disadvantage, adolescent drug use, and crime. However, there has been no research examining the effect of abortion legalization on the adult health of the next generation. This is the first paper to investigate this topic.

In this paper, I measure adult health using mortality rates and examine the link between women’s abortion access and the mortality rates of their children when those children reach ages 20-30. The results in this paper will shed light on whether the impact of abortion legalization on childhood health extends into adulthood and whether the effect of abortion legislation on adult education and income also impacts adult health. I hypothesize that those cohorts born after the legalization of abortion would have lower mortality rates overall, a result that would be indicative of an overall improvement in adult health outcomes. If mortality in young adulthood is correlated with morbidity and with health outcomes at older ages, abortion legalization may also have a broader impact on health than what is documented here. These hypotheses are consistent with the notion that abortion legalization led to positive selection in the births following the legislation.
I find that after abortion legalization, there are statistically significant reductions in the birthrate. Specifically, abortion legalization is associated with a 4% decrease in the birthrate, a 9% decrease in the teen birth rate, a 4% decrease in the white birthrate, and a 6% decrease in the black birth rate eighteen months after legalization within a state. These results indicate that abortion legalization changes the birthrate, and raises the possibility that cohorts born after the legislation had different childhood circumstances than those born before it.

Furthermore, the results show that those individuals born at least eighteen months after the legalization of abortion in their birth state have mortality rates that are 3% lower than would otherwise be predicted. Abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant negative impact on white and black mortality rates, with the largest effects for black males. Abortion legalization is also associated with a larger decrease in mortality rates for males than females. I find some evidence that the association between legalization and mortality in the next generation is being driven by selection effects, through a change in the composition of mothers giving birth and the ‘wantedness’ of those being born. I also find that deaths caused by risky behaviors are the most affected by legalization. Overall, the results are suggestive of an association between abortion legalization and a decrease in the adult mortality of the next generation.

II. Theoretical Underpinnings

Why Abortion Is Related to Adult Health and Mortality

There are four mechanisms through which abortion access may potentially impact the adult health and mortality of the next generation:
1. **Timing of Pregnancy:** Abortion access allows women to abort ‘unwanted’ children, providing women with the flexibility to carry pregnancies to term only when the timing is optimal given their educational aspirations, labor market considerations, and personal circumstances. Without this ability to time pregnancies, women are forced to have a child when they do not necessarily have the resources to do so. As a result, these ‘unwanted’ or mistimed children might receive fewer resources during and post-pregnancy, leading to worse outcomes for the cohort. In addition, as Pop-Eleches (2006) explains, “a mother who gives birth to an unwanted child prior to marriage might either enter an undesired marriage or face single parenthood,” conditions that can negatively impact the health of a child. Consequently, ‘unwanted’ children would most likely have worse outcomes in adulthood, making them more likely to die at an earlier age.

Bitler and Zavodny (2002) find some evidence of a decrease in the number of unwanted children, proxied by the adoption rate. They determine that there was a 34-37% decline in adoption rates for children born to white women in early states, relative to the other states after early legalization, suggesting a reduction in the number of unwanted children born. There was not a significant decrease in adoption rates for non-white women after early legalization.

2. **Maternal Selection:** Mothers with certain types of quasi-permanent characteristics are more likely to obtain an abortion. These characteristics can include race, age, marriage status, and income and education levels. Mothers with less education and lower income, characteristics correlated with race, age, and marital status, would have fewer available resources to dedicate to their children, resulting in an unhealthier home environment. Consequently, children born into these households are more likely to develop into
unhealthy adults and can be expected to have higher overall mortality rates. In other words, selection into the cohort could affect health of the cohort.

However, it is also possible wealthy and educated women, who would be expected to raise healthier children, may have been able to utilize abortion services sooner after legalization than lower income women. If this was the case, the children born initially after legalization could be expected to have worse outcomes, leading to an increase in the adult mortality. Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that there is positive selection based on maternal characteristics after abortion legalization, which would lead to a decrease in mortality in the next generation. For example, Levine et al. (1996) demonstrate that abortion legalization in early states had a larger impact on births to teens and to nonwhite women, with reductions in birthrates of 13% and 12% respectively. These characteristics tend to be negatively correlated with income and education, so children born to these women would most likely have had worse outcomes than average.

3. **In-Utero Health Conditions:** Abortion access allows women to abort children who would have been less healthy if born. For example, a pregnant woman may choose to have an abortion if certain detrimental genetic or chromosomal health conditions are observable in-utero. If born, children with these types of disorders are more likely to have reduced life spans, impacting adult mortality rates.

At the time abortion was legalized, mothers had access to tests during pregnancy that would reveal information on fetal health. Ultrasound, which can detect fetal malformation and growth defects (Alters and Schiff 2011), has been used since the 1960’s and millions of exams were performed by the 1970’s (Szabo 2004).
Amniocentesis was widely used by the 1970s and enabled women to determine whether their fetus would be born with genetic abnormalities, such as Down’s syndrome and Fragile X Syndrome (Alters and Schiff 2011). Consequently, during the time period in which abortion was legalized, women had access to fetal health information that could have led a mother to seek an abortion.¹

There is some evidence that women utilized abortion services based on this information. Smith et al. (1980) find that abortion legalization accounts for 43 percent of the decrease in Down’s Syndrome cases in Hawaii from 1970-1977. However, it is important to note that some of this decline is in part due to a decrease in the total number of births because some of the infants born would have had Down’s Syndrome.

4. **Cohort Size**: Abortion access reduces the size of the population cohort. Therefore, there may be smaller classes in school, leading to greater individualized attention, and more available entry level jobs, resulting in lower unemployment levels for the cohort. These outcomes can impact adult health and mortality, most likely by increasing income levels of the cohort. In addition, the standard model of the child quality/quantity tradeoff suggests that an unwanted pregnancy would decrease the quality of care for all children in the household (Becker 1981), also leading to increased mortality rates in adulthood. However, this model suggests that the adult mortality of all siblings should be affected by abortion legalization, not just the mortality of those born after the laws are passed. My empirical strategy is not suited to capture this effect and if this tradeoff is happening, it would be less likely that I would find a statistically significant decrease in the mortality of those born after the legislation.

¹ Evidence is lacking on the prevalence of sex-selective abortion.
The first three mechanisms are selection stories, while the last explanation concerns cohort size. It is likely that all these mechanisms are working in conjunction to impact the adult mortality of those born after legalization. I attempt to isolate the mechanisms at work in Section IX by examining evidence related to each of the four possible pathways. Understanding the mechanisms explaining the association between abortion legalization and adult mortality in the next generation is important because it will shed light on ways to improve the health of a cohort.

III. Background and Literature Review

Brief History of Abortion Legalization

Prior to the national legalization of abortion in January of 1973, the date of the Supreme Court’s ruling in *Roe v. Wade*, several states had already enacted legislation that made access to abortion legal. Hawaii legalized abortion in February of 1970, followed by New York in March of 1970, Alaska in April of 1970, and finally, Washington in November of 1970 (Potts 338). The California Supreme Court also legalized abortion prior to *Roe v. Wade* in its September 1969 decision in *People v. Belous* (Rosenberg 263). As a result the legalization of abortion can be broken down into two periods: early legalization, the time period prior to 1973 when the early states legalized abortion, and after 1973, when it was made legal nationally through the Supreme Court decision in *Roe v. Wade* in January of 1973 for the remaining states.

Research on the impact of the laws demonstrates that women took advantage of abortion services once they became legal, though there is a slightly lagged effect of abortion legalization and geographical variation in abortion use. In 1970, when abortion became legal in the “early” states, there were estimated to be about 200,000 legal abortions in the United States. By 1971, this estimate reached nearly 500,000, increasing to 600,000 in 1972 and to over 750,000 in 1973, the year abortion was legalized for the rest of the states. The 1973 estimate represents an increase
of 27% over the number reported in 1972 while the estimate for 1974, 900,000, represents an
increase of 20% over the 1973 estimate, evidence of a slightly lagged effect of abortion
legalization (Weinstock et al. 1975).

There was considerable geographic variation in the utilization of abortion services. For
example, the states with the highest abortion rates in 1973 are New York, with an abortion rate
of 53.7 per 1000 women ages 15-44, Washington D.C. with an abortion rate of 234.4, and
California, with an abortion rate of 30.7. The states with the lowest abortion rates are located in
the Midwest and South including Mississippi, with an abortion rate of 0.2, Indiana, with an
abortion rate of 1.6, Utah with an abortion rate of 0.4 and Oklahoma, with an abortion rate of 1.1.
The overall abortion rate for the United States in 1973 was 16.5 (Weinstock et al. 1975).

There was also variation in the number of abortions performed in each state, evidence of
differential access. Some states, including Mississippi, Louisiana, West Virginia, North Dakota
and Utah, had no change in the number of abortions performed after legalization, suggesting that
Roe v. Wade did not translate to access. Other states, like Michigan, Illinois and Ohio had large
percentage increases after 1973. However, these percentage increases are misleading because
the number of abortions in these states was so low in the first quarter of 1973 that any small
increase produced a high percentage increase. Consequently, abortion legalization through Roe
v. Wade may not have the same impact on the adult mortality in the next generation as early
legalization because women may still have been unable to utilize abortion services in some states
(Weinstock et al. 1975).²

² There was variation in state abortion policies prior to Roe v. Wade. Twenty-one states had liberal abortion policies
before 1973, allowing abortion if the health of the mother was in danger. It is unclear if the liberal policies translated
to more access in these states. The rest of the states did not have similar exceptions.
There was also substantial variation in the abortion rates based on age and race. The abortion rate among white women from 1972 to 1974 was 14.1, while the abortion rate among non-white women was twice that, 31.1. Among women under 20 years old, the abortion rate for white women was 20.6, while the abortion rate for non-white women was double, 43.8, suggesting that teens, especially non-white teens, used abortion services much more frequently. A similar pattern continues for women ages 20-24. Although the abortion rate for non-white women continues to be twice that for white women among those ages 25-29, abortion rates decreased to 35.0 for non-white women and 14.0 for white women. The abortion rates continue to decrease for both white and non-white women as the age of the women increases, with non-white women consistently having abortion ratios double that of white women. By the time women are over 40, the abortion rates are much lower, 2.5 for white women and 4.3 for non-white women (Tietze 1977). These data suggest that both the age and race of women are significant factors in determining abortion use and begin to hint at possible selection effects occurring as a result of abortion legalization.

Births

For abortion legalization to have an impact on adult mortality in the next generation, or any other outcome, women had to have utilized their access to abortion. Research on the impact of abortion legalization on the number of births and fertility suggests that women did utilize abortion services once they became legal. Levine et al. (1996) find that abortion legalization prior to Roe v. Wade led to a 5% decline in birthrates in those states with early legalization, with a decline in birthrates in the rest of the states after Roe v. Wade of roughly equal magnitude. Gruber et al. (1999) and Ananat et al. (2009) also find similar declines in birthrates. These results suggest significant effects of abortion access on births, consistent with the hypothesis that
abortion legalization would change cohort size and composition. It is therefore plausible that abortion legalization would impact mortality for affected cohorts.

**Impact on Women of Childbearing Age**

Research has also been conducted on the impact of abortion access on the labor outcomes of women. For example, Kalist (2004) determines that the probability of a woman working increases by almost 2% in states adopting legalized abortion prior to Roe v. Wade. Similarly, Bailey (2006) demonstrates that access to birth control before age 21 increased the level of labor-force participation of women ages 26 to 30 by approximately 8%. Since abortion access increases labor force participation, women will have higher earnings after legislation, and consequently, the children they choose to have will most likely be healthier, leading to reduced adult mortality rates for exposed cohorts.

**Children**

A substantial amount of the empirical research on abortion legislation focuses on its impact on childhood outcomes. Gruber, Levine, and Staiger (1999) provide evidence that there is sizable positive selection resulting from abortion legalization. They find that the marginal children, who would have been born if not for abortion legislation, would have been 60% more likely to live in a single parent household, 50% more likely to live in poverty, 45% more likely to reside in a household collecting welfare, and 40% more likely to die during the first year of life. These outcomes would subsequently impact the health of these marginal children, an effect that would extend to adulthood because of the high correlation between childhood and adult health. Bitler and Zavodny (2004) examine the relationship between abortion legislation and child abuse. They determine that the availability of legal abortion decreases child abuse and neglect
reports by about 10 percent, an effect that is statistically significant at the 5% level, and would certainly impact the health of those cohorts born after abortion legalization in childhood and adulthood.

There is substantial evidence that health in childhood influences health in adulthood. Johnson and Schoeni (2007) find that low birth weight significantly increases the onset of asthma, hypertension, diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke or heart attack through middle age, working through the pathway of limited parental resources. Case et al. (2001) demonstrate that the adverse health effects of growing up in a lower income family accumulate over children’s lives, so that disadvantaged children enter adulthood with even poorer health than children growing up in wealthier families. They suggest that this effect is working through the association between childhood chronic conditions and household income. Case et al. (2005) find that children who have experienced poorer uterine environments and health in childhood have significantly poorer health in adulthood, in part because they have lower educational attainment and lower socioeconomic status as adults.

Since abortion legalization has previously been associated with an improvement in child health and resources and since there is a substantial literature linking childhood disadvantage to adult health, it is plausible to expect that abortion legislation would also lead to an improvement in adult health and a decrease in young adult mortality. This paper is the first to examine this possibility.

Adolescents

There is also some empirical research on the impact of abortion legislation on adolescent outcomes. For example, Charles and Stephens (2006) determine that for birth cohorts in-utero in
the five states that legalized abortion prior to *Roe v. Wade*, there was significantly less use of controlled substances in 12\textsuperscript{th} grade, compared to cohorts born in states that had not legalized abortion during the same period. This effect was most visible for the use of the most serious drugs, such as illegal narcotics. Consequently, it can be expected that those cohorts born after abortion legislation would be less likely to engage in the risky behavior that leads to death in ages 20-30.

**Adults**

The effects of abortion legislation also extend into adulthood. Ananat, Gruber, Levine, and Staiger (2009) find that the marginal birth is 23\% to 63\% more likely to be a single parent, 73\% to 194\% more likely to receive welfare and 12\% to 31\% less likely to graduate college. Pop-Eleches (2006) finds this same effect in Romania, following a major policy change restricting abortion access. He finds that, when controlling for the composition of women receiving abortions, children born after the abortion ban had substantially worse schooling and labor market outcomes and had inferior socioeconomic outcomes as adults, confirming the impact of abortion legislation on adult outcomes. These results suggest that the increased availability of abortions after legislation would positively impact the education and income of the population cohorts born after legalization, thus decreasing the cohort’s mortality rates. In addition, Donohue and Levitt (2001) find that “an increase of 100 abortions per 1000 live births… is associated with a reduction of 12\% in murder, 13\% in violent crime, and 9\% in property crime” (Donohue and Levitt 404).\textsuperscript{3} The decreased probability of murder would

\textsuperscript{3} The results of this paper are highly debated. Joyce (2004) contends that Donohue and Levitt’s results are unreliable because of omitted variable bias, specifically the omission of variables accounting for cocaine use and changes in the cocaine market within states over time. Joyce (2004) replicates Donohue and Levitt’s study controlling for this omitted variable and his results no longer demonstrate the negative and statistically significant impact of abortion legalization on crime in the next generation. Donohue and Levitt (2004) respond to these concerns by including
decrease the mortality rate of deaths caused by homicide and the generally lower crime rate would reduce health issues associated with “allostatic load,” the cumulative impact of “episodes of high repeated stress” resulting from exposure to a highly stressful environment (Smith 162).

Although this existing research reveals the impact of abortion legalization on a variety of childhood and adult outcomes for affected cohorts, no previous work directly examines the effect of abortion access on adult health or mortality. This relationship is important because it would establish whether the positive health impacts of abortion legislation on children extend into young adulthood. In addition, any evidence of an association between abortion legalization and young adult mortality would be suggestive of a continued impact as this cohort ages.

**IV. Methodology**

To examine the impact of abortion access, I exploit the differential timing of abortion legalization across states, as described in the previous section.

**Model**

The main model I employ is a Fixed Effects model, with a birth state-birth month unit of observation. By including state fixed effects, the model is controlling for any time-invariant factors that could affect mortality. The fixed effects model identifies the effect of legalization from changes within states over time. By including birth month fixed effects, the model is controlling for any factors occurring nationally in each month that impact the health of the particular birth cohorts I am examining.
Though there could be bias stemming from factors that impact births and the mortality of the next generation which happen at the same time as abortion legalization, the fixed effects model has been used in the prior literature on abortion. Bitler and Zavodny (2004) utilize a similar model containing state and year fixed effects and an independent variable indicating the abortion policy during the year of conception to measure the impact of abortion legalization on child abuse frequency and severity. Donohue and Levitt (2001) also employ a fixed effects model with state and time fixed effects to analyze the effect of abortion on crime in the next generation.\footnote{Another specification employed in the literature is a difference-in-differences model, which exploits the fact that some states legalized abortion prior to Roe v. Wade. I also utilize this model to examine the impact of abortion legalization on adult mortality. See Appendix D for more information and results.}

**Births**

To investigate if abortion legalization affected the mortality rates of those born after legalization, it is informative to first analyze the impact of abortion legalization on the birthrate. The fixed effects model is as follows:

\[
\text{birthrate}_{bs} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{legal18}_{bs} + \gamma_b + \delta_s + X_{bs} \beta + \mu_{bs}
\]

The variable \(\text{birthrate}\) represents the birthrate per 1000 women in a state and month, calculated by dividing the total number of births by the population of women ages 15-44 in a certain state and birth month and multiplying by 1000. The variable \(\text{legal18}\) is a dummy variable indicating whether abortion was legal eighteen months prior to the birth of the cohort. This variable incorporates the possibility of a lagged effect of abortion legalization on births, something I consider in more detail later. I expect to see a negative value for \(\beta_1\), the coefficient...
on legal18, because if women take advantage of the fact that abortion is legal, the number of births should decline. The model includes state of birth fixed effects, represented by $\delta_s$, and birth month fixed effects, represented by $\gamma_b$. As a result, this model is examining changes in the birthrate within a particular state over time. The controls, represented by $X$, include other legal developments that could impact women’s fertility, such as laws facilitating birth control pill and abortion access for minors, and $\mu$ represents the error term. These controls are only used in some specifications. In all of these regressions, I cluster the standard errors by state because sequential observations from the same state are not independent. I also weight regressions by the total population of women ages 15-44, to give more emphasis to states with larger underlying populations. Furthermore, I use these models for more detailed regressions, examining the impact of abortion legalization on teen births and births by race.

Deaths

I then use the fixed effects models examine the impact of abortion legalization on deaths.

The model is as follows:

$$deathrate_{bs} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 legal18_{bs} + \gamma_b + \delta_s + X_{bs} \beta + \mu_{bs}$$

As before, the variable legal18 indicates whether abortion was legal eighteen months prior to birth, and it measures changes in mean mortality rates, stemming from abortion legalization, within states over time. I expect to see a negative value for $\beta_1$, the coefficient on legal18, if abortion legalization does, in fact, decrease adult mortality. The variable deathrate represents a mortality rate per 1000 births within a birth state and birth month, calculated by dividing the total number of deaths by the total number of births and multiplying by 1000. As

---

6 See Section X for results.
with the first model, this model includes state of birth fixed effects, represented by $\delta_s$, and birth month fixed effects, represented by $\gamma_b$. The birth cohort dummies capture national death trends for 20-30 year olds over time. The controls, the fraction of the birth cohort that is black, other race, and male, represented by $X$, control for confounding population characteristics that could be related to mortality rates. In addition, I control for other legal developments that could impact women’s fertility, as in the first model. Standard errors are clustered by state/birth and $\mu$ represents the error term. I also weight certain regressions by the total number of births in each birth month and state of birth, birthcount.

In addition, I use these models for more detailed regressions, examining the impact of abortion legalization on mortality rates by race, gender, and by cause of death. For the race and gender regressions, rather than weighting by birthcount, I weight by the number of individuals born of that race or gender.

If males in their 20’s are more likely to engage in the types of risky behavior that can lead to such early deaths, I would expect to observe larger impacts of abortion legalization on the mortality rates for males than for females. Cobb-Clark et al. (2009) explain that “adolescent girls and boys appear to have differential reactions to stressful events… leaving boys more likely than girls to engage in a range of risky behaviors” (Cobb-Clark et al. 7). Also, previous literature (Kirchengast et al. 2009), demonstrates that males are more vulnerable to stress factors in utero. Consequently, if abortion legalization reduces the frequency of stress factors in utero that disproportionately affect male babies, the health of the male cohort born after legalization may be more positively impacted than the health of the female cohort.
In addition, Johnsnosn and Schoeni (2007) find that “racial differences in… early life conditions play a dominant role in explaining racial disparities in chronic health conditions through at least age 50” (Johnson and Schoeni, 4). Given this previous literature, I expect to observe larger decreases in mortality rates for blacks given the correlation between race and disadvantage in childhood, especially if black mothers are more likely to utilize abortion services than white mothers.

Furthermore, disadvantage in childhood is related to risky behavior in adolescence and adulthood. For example, Katz et al. (2001) find that boys in families receiving randomly assigned housing vouchers, as part of the Moving to Opportunity (MTO) demonstration, had fewer behavior problems than boys in control group families. Cobb-Clark et al. (2009) find that, for 18 year olds in Australia, growing up in a family receiving welfare is associated with a significantly higher propensity to be in trouble with police/attend juvenile court and smoke cigarettes and marijuana, effects primarily stemming from maternal investment and decision making. Similarly, Fergusson et al. (2007) find a positive and statistically significant association between childhood disadvantage and smoking at age 25 in New Zealand. Consequently, since those children born after abortion legalization were less likely to live in poverty and be on welfare (Gruber, Levine, and Staiger, 1999), and utilize drugs in adolescence (Charles and Stephens 2006), they may also be less likely to engage in risky behavior and substance abuse in adulthood. Although smoking and marijuana use would most likely not affect health at ages 20-30, this behavior is a good indicator of whether individuals are likely to engage in other types of risky behavior. Consequently, I expect there will be a significant decrease in mortality rates for deaths caused by risky behavior. Smoking and marijuana use would also have significant
impacts on health later in life, so I would expect that as this cohort ages past 30, the positive health effects of abortion legalization would continue.

**Lagged Structure**

It is also possible that there will be a lagged effect of abortion legalization on mortality. There could be a lagged effect if legalization does not increase access to abortion services right away. Gruber, Levine, and Staiger (1999) provide some justification for a lagged measure of legalization, stating that “legalization may not have implied a large increase in de facto access” (Gruber 270), due to the time it takes to set up clinics. In addition, the 1973 estimate of reported legal abortions represents an increase of 27% over the number reported in 1972 while the estimate for 1974, 900,000, represents an increase of 20% over the 1973 estimate, evidence of a slightly lagged effect of abortion legalization (Weinstock et al. 1975). In addition, it is also possible that a lagged effect could result from differential selection. If the women who utilize abortion services after abortion has been legal for some time are different than those who do so initially in ways that make them more likely to raise unhealthy children, there will be an evolving impact of abortion legalization on adult mortality. I use legal18, a lagged measure of abortion legalization as my main independent variable to enable the model to account for any time it takes for legislation to translate into access for all women. In other models, I include a further lagged measure of legalization, legal30, representing if abortion has been legal for thirty months. In some models I also utilize a variable that accounts for whether abortion was legal six months prior to birth, legal6. This variable does not account for the time it takes for legislation to translate to access and is lagged six months only to account for the inability of women pregnant for more than three months to obtain an abortion. These variables are substituted for legal18 in the regression model.
It is important to note that $legal30$ is capturing almost entirely the impact of the early legalizer states because once abortion legalization is lagged by two years, the $Roe\ v.\ Wade$ states will only have abortion as legal for a few months. As a result, the regressions demonstrating the impact of whether abortion is legal for 30 months prior to birth are mainly identifying the impact of early legalization. Similarly, $legal18$ is mostly driven by the early legalizer states. Since $legal18$ is the primary independent variable used, this paper is mainly focused on the effects of abortion in the states that legalized prior to $Roe\ v.\ Wade$.

**Exogeneity of Legalization**

The exact timing of changes in the law is plausibly exogenous because although demand for abortion may gradually be changing, the laws changed at one point in time (i.e. through a Supreme Court decision or as the result of idiosyncratic political moments). Although there may have been characteristics about early states that influenced legalization, the early states were not necessarily the states that first granted minors access to abortion and birth control\(^7\) and did not have the most liberal policies in these circumstances, making it seem as if there is no sustained approach toward these types of policies that systematically differs across states. Furthermore, many previous studies have examined the impact of abortion legalization utilizing the legal changes as plausible exogenous shocks.

**Potential Problems**

There are some potential limitations inherent in these models. First, I use abortion legislation as a proxy for the number of abortions. Many former papers have made this same assumption, supporting it with the fact that the number of documented abortions rose sharply

---

\(^7\) See Section X for more information.
from under 750,000 in 1973 to over 1.6 million in 1980, suggesting that the number of abortions increased dramatically following legalization (Donohue 385). However, legislation may not have an immediate impact. I attempt to address the first problem by including variables that examine the lagged impact on legislation, such as the legal18 and legal30 variables.

Though I attempt to control for confounding state, birth month, and population characteristics, my models exclude other variables relevant to adult mortality. If these variables changed at the same time as abortion policy, the estimated effect of abortion legislation will be biased. However, in Section X, I control for minor’s access to birth control and abortion, laws that changed during the same time period. I also control for the racial composition of the births for this cohort. Furthermore, I do not have information indicating the deceased individual’s education or income, and although these would most likely be endogenous, they would help determine mechanisms through which abortion legislation impacts mortality. However, in Section IX, I use Census data to control for the educational attainment and income of this cohort.

V. Data

Natality Data:

The natality data are obtained from the National Vital Statistics System of the National Center for Health Statistics and are found on the National Bureau of Economics Research website. The data set is obtained from birth certificates amassed by each state in every year and includes an individual’s year of birth, state of birth, month of birth, race and gender. The data I use are from 1968-1975, capturing the births of those during early legalization and immediately after Roe v. Wade. I create dummy variables indicating gender and race and a variable,
*birthcount*, to indicate the total number of births in each state in every month and year. I drop all observations for which state of birth was either outside the United States or missing.  

**Mortality Data:**

The Multiple Cause-of-Death Mortality Data are from the National Vital Statistics System of the National Center for Health Statistics and are found on the National Bureau of Economic Research website. This data set is a 100% sample of death certificates amassed by each state in all years and includes an individual’s state of birth, age at death, month of death, cause of death, gender, and race. The data I use are from 1988-2006, which captures the 20-30 age range of all cohorts born 1968-1975. I obtained the most recent years of data, 2005 and 2006, through a special request through the National Center for Health Statistics, in order to receive the state of birth information for each individual who died in these years. I drop all of those observations for which the state of birth (*statebth*) was outside the United States or missing.

I create a variable to indicate the birth month of the individual, using data on the age at death and year of death. I create dummy variables which indicate the gender and race of the individual who died. These variables are used to generate a count of the total number of individuals who died in each state who were born in a certain birth month. Counts are also created by race, gender, and cause of death.

---

8 See Appendix A for additional information about the natality data
9 See Appendix A for complete methods on creating the *birth month* variable
Population Data:

In order to create birthrates, I utilize the estimates of the population of states by age, sex, and race from 1970-1975. These data are obtained from the Census archives website and contain the population of each state broken down by gender, age, and race. Since the data only contain yearly estimates, I assume that the population remains constant throughout the year. Also, since the data do not include population estimates for years prior to 1970, I assume that the population estimates for 1968 and 1969 are the same as those reported for 1970. I create variables that indicate the total number of women ages 15-44, the total number of women ages 15-19, the total number of women ages 20-34, and the total number of women ages 35-44, and create race specific versions of these variables. I divide the number of births to women of each age group by these variables to create the birthrates.

Legalization Data:

To incorporate the abortion legalization data, I create a data set including the state, the year and the month, and variables indicating whether or not abortion was legal six, eighteen, and thirty months before the individual was born. I create these lagged variables to test whether it took time for abortion legalization to translate in to access to abortions. I also create a variable birthmonth to indicate the year and the month an individual was born, as with both the mortality and natality datasets, and dummy variables legal6, legal18, and legal30, indicating whether abortion was legal six, eighteen, or thirty months prior to birth.

Overall:

I then combine the mortality data, natality data, population data, and abortion legislation data. I create the overall mortality rate per 1000 births, deathrate, by dividing the total number
of deaths for the cohort, by the total number of births, and multiplying it by 1000. I subsequently generate the mortality rates for each cause of death, gender and race. Also, I create gender and race specific mortality rates. Finally, I create variables to use as controls in my regressions, including the fraction of the population of a certain race and the fraction of the population of a certain gender. It is important to note that the data are constructed to examine state of birth-month cohorts as they age into adulthood.

Summary Statistics:

Table 1 demonstrates the summary statistics for all variables involving births. There are a total of 4896 observations, with each observation representing one state in one month. The summary statistics for the overall birthrate are weighted by the total number of females ages 15-44 in each state and birth month. For more specific birthrates, the summary statistics are weighted by the population of women in each state and birth month with the relevant characteristics (i.e. the black birthrate is weighted by the total number of black women ages 15-44 and the teen birthrate is weighted by the total number of women ages 15-19). On average, there are around 7 births per 1000 women in every state in each month from 1968-1975, illustrated by the mean of the birthrate variable. The average white birthrate within each state and birth month is around 6 births per 1000 white women, while the average black birthrate within each state and birth month is larger, reaching 9 births per 1000 black women. The average teen birthrate within a state and birth month is 5 births per 1000 teenage females, a little smaller on average than the overall birthrate. The average white teen birthrate is 4 births per 1000 white

---

10 In addition, for the gender variables, I create a second mortality rate, using half of the total number of births as an estimate of the number of females and males born because a population usually is half male and half female. Using this variable does not change the results of my regressions.

11 I use additional control variables to explore possible mechanisms through which abortion legalization impacts adult mortality. For more information, see Section IX.
teen females, while the mean black teen birthrate is more than double that, reaching 11 births per 1000 black teen females in a state and birth month, which is almost double the overall birthrate.

Table 2 demonstrates the summary statistics for all variables involving deaths. Again, there are 4896 observations, representing every state in each birth month. These variables represent the mortality information for the birth cohort born from 1968-75 after this cohort has entered adulthood (ages 20-30). The summary statistics for the overall mortality rate and the mortality rates for the causes of death are weighted by the total number of births in each state and birth month. For more specific mortality rates, the summary statistics are weighted by the number of births with the relevant characteristics (i.e. the black mortality rate is weighted by the total number of black births). The average mortality rate within a state and birth month is around 11 deaths per 1000 births. The average white mortality is slightly smaller, reaching 9 deaths per 1000 white births, while the average black mortality rate is double the white mortality rate, reaching 18 deaths per 1000 black births. The average male mortality rate, 15 deaths per 1000 male births, is higher than the average female mortality rate, 6 deaths per 1000 female births. When the mortality rates are broken down by race and gender, the average mortality rate is largest for black males, reaching 26 deaths per 1000 black males born within a state and birth month. The next largest mortality rate is for white males, who have an average mortality rate of 13 deaths per 1000 white males born, followed closely by black females, who have an average mortality rate of nearly 10 deaths per 1000 black females born, followed by white females, who have an average mortality rate of 5 deaths per 1000 white females born. When the mortality rates are broken down by cause of death, the highest mortality rate occurs for deaths caused by all risky behavior (motor vehicle accidents, drug accidents, and homicide), reaching a rate of over 4 deaths per 1000 births within a state and birth month. Deaths caused by motor vehicle accidents
alone reach a rate of almost 3 deaths per 1000 births within a state and birth month, followed by
deaths caused by homicide and suicide, both of which have an average mortality rate of over 1
death per 1000 births. The remaining causes of death, drug accidents, heart disease, and suicide,
all have an average mortality rate of less than 1 death per 1000 births.

Data Trends:

Births:

Figure 1 demonstrates the general trend in the birthrate from 1968-75. Each point on the
line represents a six month interval, so the figure is illustrating the changes in the averages over
six months in the birthrate. The averages are weighted by the total female population ages 15-44. The vertical access does not start at zero to allow for a closer look at the trend in the
birthrate. The line labeled Early represents the early legalizer states and the line labeled Non-
Early represents all other states. The birthrates are similar in early and non-early states. There is
a general decline in the birthrates for both the early and non-early states after 1970-71, the time
period in which early legalization occurred, with an overall decrease of around two births per
month per 1,000 women for both the early and non-early states. The decline in the birthrate for
early states is much steeper, consistent with the fact that they legalized first. There is a slight
drop in the birthrate for the non-early legalizer states in 1973, when abortion is legalized through
Roe v. Wade, but there does not appear to be a general downward trend in the birthrate after
1973, as there is after 1971 for non-early states. One explanation for this could be that women in
non-early states were able to travel to early legalizer states to receive an abortion. Specifically,
women in states adjacent to California and New York may have been able to take advantage of
the increase in abortion access nearby.\textsuperscript{12} It is also possible that Roe v. Wade did not lead to the

\textsuperscript{12} See Section X for more discussion of this issue.
building of abortion clinics and consequently, did not translate to access. It is necessary to turn to regression analysis to determine the true impact of abortion legalization on the birthrate.

**Deaths:**

Figure 2 demonstrates the general trends in the age 20-30 mortality rate for individuals born in 1968-1975. As before, graph shows in averages over six months. The vertical access does not start at zero to allow for a closer look at the trend in the mortality rate. The mortality rate is similar in non-early states and early states. There seems to be a gradual decrease in the mortality rate in early legalizer states for cohorts born after 1971, suggestive of an effect of abortion legalization on deaths. There is a slight dip in the young adult mortality rate in non-early states for cohorts born after 1973, but this decrease does not seem to be any larger than the normal fluctuations in the mortality rate, suggesting that abortion legalization through *Roe v. Wade* is not associated with a decrease in deaths. Nevertheless, it is unclear what the effect of abortion legalization is, making it necessary to look at the relationship in more detail through regression analysis.\(^\text{13}\)

**VI. Main Results**

**Overall:**

The Fixed Effects models illustrate that abortion legalization was associated with a lower birthrate. All of the regressions in Table 3, and in this paper, include fixed effects, which can

\(^{13}\) Figure 2 demonstrates substantial seasonal variation in the mortality rate based on birth month. Mortality rates appear to be larger for those individuals in the winter months than in the summer months, regardless of year of birth. This seasonal variation is not surprising and the health effects of being born in the winter are well documented in the literature. Buckles and Hungerman (2010) explain that on average, those born in the winter have worse outcomes than other individuals, including less schooling and lower wages, results that most likely would impact mortality in adulthood. This result can be attributed to differences in the women giving birth in the winter. Specifically, Buckles and Hungerman (2010) find that women giving birth in the winter tend to be younger, less educated, and less likely to be married, characteristics that impact the outcomes of their children.
account for the high R-squared values. Regressions 1-3 are weighted by the total female population ages 15-44. When abortion has been legal for six months, as captured by the legal6 variable, the decrease in the birthrate is statistically significant and substantial. Regression 1 demonstrates that if abortion was legal six months before birth, the birthrate is lower by .27 percentage points (about 4%) within state and birth month, compared with if abortion was not legal six months prior to birth. Regression 2 suggests that when abortion has been legal for 18 months, the birthrate is lower by .24 percentage points (4%) within a state and birth month, compared with abortion was not legal eighteen months prior to birth, a result that is statistically significant at the 1% level. Regression 3 demonstrates that when abortion has been legal for thirty months, abortion legalization is no longer associated with a statistically significant decrease in the birthrate. Consequently, Table 3 illustrates that abortion legislation is associated with the largest decrease in the overall birthrate six and eighteen months after legalization, evidence of a slightly lagged effect of abortion legislation.14

By Age of Mother:

As Table 3 demonstrates, abortion legalization is associated with a larger decrease in the teen birthrate than in the overall birthrate. Regressions 4-6 are weighted by the total female population ages 15-19. The teen birthrate decreased by about .35 percentage points (a decrease of 6%) within a state and birth month six months after abortion was legalized, as shown by Regression 4. The largest decrease in the teen birthrate, .45 percentage points (8%), occurred when abortion was legal for eighteen months prior to birth. In addition, legal30 has a negative and significant effect on the teen birthrate, demonstrated in Regression 6, suggesting that the

---

14 I also run these same regressions using the logarithm of births instead of the birthrate and find similar results for these regressions and the more detailed ones to follow. See Appendix B for results.
impact of abortion legalization on teen births persisted longer than its effect on the aggregate birth rate.

By Race:

Table 4 contains regressions examining the impact of abortion legalization on birthrates by race and demonstrates that the effects are significant for both white and black births, with larger results for the black birthrate. All of the regressions in this table are weighted, Regressions 1-3 by the total number of white women ages 15-44 and Regressions 4-6 by the totally number of black women ages 15-44. Regressions 1 and 4 illustrate that the coefficients on legal6 are negative and significant at the 1% level for both white and black birthrates but the coefficient on legal6 in regression 4 is about twice as large as that in Regression 1, suggesting that abortion legalization is associated with a greater decrease in the black birthrate than the white birthrate. There is also a statistically significant decrease in the white and black birthrates eighteen months after legalization. The birthrates decreased by about .23 percentage points for whites (about 4%) and .54 percentage points (about 6%) for blacks within a state and birth month eighteen months after abortion was legalized, results that are significant at the 1% level. The coefficient on legal30 is negative but insignificant for both white and black births, evidenced by regressions 3 and 6.

Age and Race:

Table 5 contains regressions demonstrating a statistically significant impact of abortion legalization on the birthrates for white teens and black teens. Regressions 1-3 in this table are weighted by the total population of white women ages 15-19 and Regressions 4-6 are weighted by the total population of black women ages 15-19. The white teen birthrate decreased by about
.27 percentage points (6%) and the black teen birthrate decreased by about .94 percentage points (over 8%) within a state and birth month six months after abortion was legalized, statistically significant results, as shown by Regressions 1 and 4. These effects become larger and remain significant eighteen months after legalization, reaching almost a .4 percentage point (8%) decrease in the birthrate for white teens and a 1.3 percentage point decrease in the birthrate for black teens (over 11%), suggestive of a lagged impact of abortion. A decrease of .3 percentage points (more than 6%) is sustained thirty months after legalization for white teens, as demonstrated in Regression 3, and the decrease in the birthrate for black teens is .86 percentage points (almost 8%). Both results are statistically significant at the 1% level, evidence of a continued lagged effect. These results again highlight that abortion access was associated with a substantial reduction in births to young women.

Deaths:

Overall:

The Fixed Effects models demonstrate that abortion legalization has a statistically significant and negative impact on the young adult mortality in the next generation. Table 6 illustrates the impact of legal6 and legal18 on the mortality rate of adults ages 20-30, calculated by dividing the total number of deaths among members of a birth state-birth month cohort by the total number of births. Abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant decrease in mortality rates six months after legalization in the weighted regression, demonstrated in Regression 3. The coefficient on legal6 suggests that, if abortion was legal six months before the birth of a cohort, the mean adult mortality rate for that cohort is lower by about .12 percentage points (about 1%) within a state and birth month, compared with if abortion was not legal six
months before. Although insignificant in the unweighted regressions, the coefficient on legal18 is negative and significant at the 1% level in Regressions 7 and 8 and suggests that, for those born eighteen months after legalization, abortion is associated with a decrease in adult mortality of .29 percentage points (almost 3%). It is important to note that the control variable, fractionblack, indicating the fraction of the population that is black, is negative and significant level in most of the regressions in Table 6. This result is counter-intuitive because blacks tend to have higher mortality rates than whites, but may be explained by the fact that the fraction of the population that is black is not likely to change much within a state over a seven year period. None of the other control variables are significant and including the controls does not change the significance of the results.

Table 7 illustrates that abortion legalization continues to be associated with a statistically significant negative impact on the mortality rate for those born thirty months after legalization. The coefficient on legal30 is significant in the unweighted regressions at the 1% level, as well as in the unweighted regressions. Regression 3 demonstrates that, if abortion was legal thirty months before birth, the mean mortality rate is lower by about .51 percentage points within a state and birth month (almost a 5% decrease) compared with if abortion was not legal thirty months before. The coefficient on legal30 is impervious to the inclusion of variables controlling for confounding population characteristics. Consequently, most specifications suggest that abortion legalization is associated with a negative and statistically significant impact on the adult mortality rate in the next generation.
By Race:

Table 8 demonstrates that abortion legalization is associated with a reduction in the mean mortality rates of whites.\(^{15}\) As shown in Table 8, abortion legalization is associated with a negative impact on the white mortality rate of adults born in the next generation six months after legalization, though this result is not significant. Abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant decrease in the white mortality rate of .15 percentage points (almost 2%) eighteen months after legalization. The coefficient on legal\(^{30}\) is much larger than that on legal\(^{18}\) and suggests that thirty months after legalization, abortion legislation is associated with a .43 percentage point (almost 5%) decrease in the white mortality rate, a result that is significant at the 1% level. These results do not change when controlling for the fraction of the cohort that is male.

Table 9 demonstrates that abortion legalization is associated with larger decreases in the black mortality rate in the next generation than in the white mortality rate.\(^{16}\) Regression 1 demonstrates that abortion is associated with an early adulthood mortality decline of about .4 percentage points (a 2% decrease) within a state and birth month for blacks born six months after legalization, a result that is statistically significant at the 5% level and is not impacted when controlling for the fraction of males in the population, as shown in Regression 2. Abortion legalization is associated with larger effects for black individuals born eighteen months after the legislation that are significant at the 1% level. As shown in Regression 3, the mean mortality rate for blacks is lower by .85 percentage points (almost a 5% decrease) within a state and birth month, compared with if abortion was not legal eighteen months before birth. This result is three

\(^{15}\) All of the regressions in this table are weighted.

\(^{16}\) All of the regressions in this table are weighted.
times the size of the effect of abortion legalization on the overall mortality rate and more than five times the size of the effect of abortion legalization on the white mortality rate and is not impacted by controlling for the fraction of the cohort that is male. Abortion legalization is associated with an even larger, statistically significant negative effect on the black mortality rate thirty months after legalization, a result that is not impacted by the control variable. The coefficient on legal30 in Regression 5 suggests that, if abortion was legal thirty months before the birth of a cohort, the mean black mortality rate for that cohort is lower by about 1.2 percentage points (almost 7%) within a state and birth month, compared with if abortion was not legal thirty months before. Consequently, there is a very large impact of abortion legalization on the mortality rate for blacks, one that is larger than that for whites.

**By Gender:**

Table 10 demonstrates that abortion legalization is associated with significant decreases in the female mortality rate eighteen months after legalization. For those females born six months after legalization, abortion legislation is not associated with a decrease in the mortality rate. However, as Regressions 3 and 4 demonstrate, abortion legalization is associated with a decline in the female mortality rate of around .14 percentage points (a 2% decrease) within a state and birth month for those females born six months after legalization, a result that is significant at the 5% level and impervious to controls for confounding population characteristics. Abortion legalization continues to be associated with a reduction in the female mortality rate thirty months after legalization, though this result is not significant.

Table 11 demonstrates that abortion legalization is associated with a larger reduction in male mortality rates than female mortality rates. The impact of abortion legalization on the male
mortality rate six months after legalization is negative but insignificant. As Regressions 3 and 4 demonstrate, abortion legalization is associated with a decline in the male mortality rate of more than .42 percentage points (almost a 3% decrease) within a state and birth month for those males born six months after legalization, a result that is significant at the 1% level and impervious to controls for confounding population characteristics. This effect is almost three times that seen on the female mortality rate eighteen months after legalization, demonstrating a much larger impact of abortion legalization on the male mortality rate than the female mortality rate. The coefficient on legal30 is larger than that on legal18 for males. Abortion legalization is associated with a decline in the male mortality rate of around .9 percentage points (a 6% decrease) in Regression 5 within a state and birth month for those males born thirty months after legalization, a result that is significant at the 1% level. The result continues to be significant at the 1% level after including controls and is much larger in magnitude than the analogous result for females. Therefore, the evidence is suggestive of is a much larger impact of abortion legalization on male mortality rates than on female mortality rates.

By Race and Gender:

Table 12 demonstrates that abortion legalization is not associated with a reduction in white male and white female mortality rates. Although for white males, abortion legalization does not have a significant impact six or eighteen months after legalization, thirty months after legalization, abortion legalization is associated with a .7 percentage point (5%) decrease in the white male young adult mortality rate. This result is significant at the 1% level and of a much larger magnitude that the analogous impact for white females. Abortion legalization is not associated with a statistically significant decrease six and thirty months after legalization for white females. However, abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant
decrease in the white female mortality rate eighteen months after legalization. Regression 5 demonstrates that those white females born eighteen months after legalization have mortality rates that are lower by .15 percentage points (around 3%).

Table 13 illustrates that abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant decrease in the mortality rates of black males, an effect larger in magnitude than that of abortion legalization on the overall mortality rate, the black mortality rate, and the male mortality rate. As Regressions 1 demonstrates, abortion legalization is associated with a decline in the black male mortality rate of more than .8 percentage points (a 3% change) within a state and birth month for those black males born six months after legalization, a result that is significant at the 10% level. The effect is even larger for those black males born eighteen months after legalization. Abortion legalization is associated with a decline in the black male mortality rate of almost 1.8 percentage points (a 7% decrease) in Regression 2 within a state and birth month for those black males born eighteen months after legalization, a result that is significant at the 1% level. This result is more than four times the effect of legalization on males, two times the effect of legalization on blacks, and six times the effect of legalization on the overall mortality rate, suggesting a large part of the impact of abortion legalization on mortality is being driven by black males. The coefficient on legal30 in Regression 3 is still negative and significant at the 1% level and is suggestive of a 2.3 percentage point (9%) decrease in the black male mortality, demonstrating that the impact of abortion legalization continues for those born thirty months after legalization. There is not a significant decrease in the black female mortality rates, for those black females born six, eighteen, or thirty months after legalization, suggesting the effects of abortion legalization on the overall mortality rate are not being driven by black females. Therefore, abortion legalization is associated with the largest decline in mortality rates for black males born after the legislation.
VII. Instrumental Variables Analysis

In addition to the fixed effects model, I use an Instrumental Variables analysis to examine the impact of abortion legalization on adult mortality, instrumenting the birthrate by the legal changes. Gruber, Levine, and Staiger (1999) utilize a similar two-stage least squares model, using the variation in abortion legalization across states and years to instrument for the birthrate. Ananat et al. (2009) also utilize this empirical strategy. This model has the benefit of only examining changes in the mortality rate working through the birthrate, as impacted by abortion legalization, and helps identify the relationship between the birthrate and the death rate. As a result, this model is demonstrating how abortion legalization impacts the birthrate when states legalized and then, in turn, how this change in the birthrate affects the mortality rate in the next generation. An IV model can also help gage the magnitude of the effect of each birth averted because of abortion legalization.

The abortion laws are good instruments, fulfilling the requirements for valid instruments used in IV regressions. First, it is necessary for an instrument to be strongly correlated with the explanatory variable. The legalization variables fulfill this condition, as demonstrated in Table 14, which contains the first stage regression and provides evidence that there are statistically significant correlations between the law changes and the birthrate. It is also required that an instrument is uncorrelated with the error term, which implies that it is not caused by the outcome variable, is not correlated with omitted variables that influence the outcome variable, and only influences the outcome variable through its effect on the explanatory variable. If the changes in the law are exogenous, this requirement for an instrument would be fulfilled. As I noted in Section IV, the abortion law changes are plausibly exogenous, making them valid instruments.
Methods:

The Instrumental Variables model is as follows:

First stage:

\[ \text{birthrate}_{bs} = \pi_0 + \pi_1 \text{legal}_6_{bs} + \pi_2 \text{legal}_{18}_{bs} + \pi_3 \text{legal}_{30}_{bs} + \gamma_b + \delta_s + \epsilon_{bs} \]

The variable \text{birthrate} represents the birthrate per 1000 women in a state and month, calculated by dividing the total number of births by the population of women ages 15-44 in a certain state and birth month and multiplying by 1000. As before, the variable \text{legal}_6 indicates whether abortion was legal six months prior to birth, \text{legal}_{18} indicates whether abortion was legal eighteen months prior to birth, and \text{legal}_{30} indicates whether abortion was legal thirty months prior to birth. These variables are the instruments. I expect to see negative values for \pi_1, \pi_2, and \pi_3 because abortion legalization should decrease the birthrate. This model includes state of birth fixed effects, represented by \delta_s, and birth month fixed effects, represented by \gamma_b. I also weight certain regressions by the total number of births in each birth month and state of birth, \text{birthcount}. Standard errors are clustered by statebirth and \epsilon represents the error term.

Second stage:

\[ \text{deathrate}_{bs} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{birthrate}_{bs} + \gamma_b + \delta_s + \mu_{bs} \]

The variable \text{deathrate} represents a mortality rate per 1000 births within a state and birth month, calculated by dividing the total number of deaths by the total number of births and multiplying by 1000. The variable \text{birthrate} represents the birthrate predicted by the first stage regression. I expect the coefficient on \text{birthrate}, \beta_1, to be positive because as the birthrate
decreases, due to abortion legalization, the mortality rate should be reduced, as well. As with the first model, this model includes state of birth fixed effects, represented by $\delta_s$, and birth month fixed effects, represented by $\gamma_b$. This birth cohort dummies capture national death trends for 20-30 year olds over time. I weight regressions by the total number of births in each birth month and state of birth, birthcount. Standard errors are clustered by state and $\mu$ represents the error term.

Results:

Table 14 demonstrates that the birthrate, as predicted by the abortion legalization variables, has a positive and significant impact on the mortality rate. The first stage regression illustrates that legal6 and legal18 are strong predictors of the birthrate, fulfilling the requirement for good instruments, with negative coefficients significant at the 1% level. It is also important to note that legal6, legal18, and legal30 are jointly significant at the 1% level in the first stage regression. In the second stage regression, the coefficient on the predicted birthrate is positive, as expected, and statistically significant at the 1% level. The coefficient on the birthrate suggests that a decrease in the birthrate, stemming from abortion legalization, of 1 birth per 1000 women ages 15-44, decreases the mortality rate by around .8 deaths per 1000 births. This result is consistent with the fixed effects regression, demonstrating that a decrease in the birthrate caused by the abortion law changes reduces the mortality rate significantly.\(^{17}\)

\(^{17}\) An IV regression using the legal variables as instruments for the birthrate and teen birthrate suggest that a decrease in the teen birthrate, stemming from abortion legalization, of 1 birth per 1000 women ages 15-19, decrease the mortality rate by around 2 deaths per 1000 births, a result that is much larger than that for the overall birthrate and is significant at the 1% level.
VII. Discussion of Main Results

The results of the Fixed Effects models suggest that abortion legalization is associated with a decrease in the birthrate. This effect is much greater for the teen birthrate, supporting the idea that abortion legalization decreased the number of births to mothers with characteristics which would disadvantage their children, rendering them unhealthy in adulthood. This result suggests that the effect of abortion legalization on adult mortality may be working through the pathway of altering quasi-permanent maternal characteristics. Since the impact of abortion legalization on adult mortality in the next generation is stemming from a change in the number and composition of the births, I expected to observe effects for those individuals born six, eighteen, and thirty months after legalization. Abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant decrease in the mortality rates for those individuals born six, eighteen, and thirty months after legalization, confirming the hypothesis and suggesting that the health impacts of abortion legalization on children extend into adulthood. The Instrumental Variables analysis also confirms this result and is consistent with my hypothesis. The IV regressions demonstrate a positive and statistically significant impact of the birthrate, as predicted by the legalization variables, on the mortality rate, meaning that a decrease in the birthrate would also lead to a decrease in the death rate.

It is important to note that the impact of abortion legislation on the adult mortality in the next generation is of the largest magnitude thirty months after legalization. However, the largest effect of abortion legalization on the births occurs eighteen months after legalization. Even though the drop in births was largest 18 months after legalization, it is possible that those mothers who had abortions 18 months after legalization and those that had abortions 30 months after legalization are different. For the effects I see on deaths to be stemming from this
differential selection mechanism, those mothers who had abortions 30 months after legalization would have to possess characteristics that make them more even likely to raise unhealthy children than those mothers who had abortions 18 months after legalization, such as low income and education. Abortion legalization impacts only the teen birthrate thirty months after legalization, providing some support for this theory. This question warrants further research. I will use legal18 as my main specification for the rest of this paper because the effect on births was the largest eighteen months after legalization. However, I will note when the specification yields different results from comparable analyses with the legal30 variable.

The impact of abortion legalization on race and gender specific mortality rates sheds light on the mechanisms through which abortion legislation can impact health and mortality. Abortion legalization is associated with a much larger reduction in the birthrates for black individuals than for whites. This result is suggestive of a change in the racial composition of the cohorts born after legalization and provides evidence for selection based on maternal characteristics. I address this possibility in more depth in the Mechanisms section. Since black birthrate decreased substantially more after legalization than the white birthrate, a result that holds for the black teen birthrate, it is not surprising the mortality effect is larger for blacks. In the Mechanisms section, I examine the possible mechanisms through which legalization impacts mortality separately race because it is clear that these two groups are differentially affected by abortion legislation.

Abortion legalization is associated with a more significant decrease in the mortality rates for males than for females. This effect most likely does not stem from selection based on maternal characteristics because there is no reason to suspect that abortion legalization affects
mother’s characteristics differentially by gender of the child.\textsuperscript{18,19} However, males may be more affected by adverse circumstances in-utero than females. In their study, Kirchengast et al. (2009) examine the impact of stress factors in-utero, such as maternal nicotine consumption and maternal age, hypothesizing that if males are more vulnerable to these types of stress factors, the male advantage in birth weight would be significantly reduced. They find results that confirm their hypothesis. Maternal nicotine consumption during pregnancy reduces the gender differences in birth weight significantly, as does a low maternal age (under 18). To the extent that stress factors in-utero disproportionately affect male babies, the health of a male cohort at birth and beyond may be more responsive to the policy environment. As I noted above, it is also possible that males living in disadvantaged circumstances as children for those born into less than ideal environments react in more risky and violent ways than females. If this is the case, one would expect to see a decrease in male risky behavior following legalization.

The results demonstrate that abortion legalization is associated with the largest decrease in deaths of black males ages 20-30. Some evidence for the risky behavior hypothesis is demonstrated by the fact that abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant decrease in the number of deaths caused by drug accidents, and motor vehicle accidents.\textsuperscript{20} Although these results start to shed light on the mechanisms through which abortion legalization impacts mortality and suggest that selection effects are primarily driving my results, the next section explores mechanisms in more detail.

\textsuperscript{18} Abortion legalization is associated with an analogous decrease in the birthrate of females and the birthrate of males. As a result, it does not seem as if abortion legalization changed the gender distribution of the population.

\textsuperscript{19} However, fathers’ presence is impacted by a child’s gender. Dahl and Moretti (2008) find that fathers are 3.1% less likely to live with their children if their first born is a girl versus a boy. As a result, the gender of the first born sibling has an impact on the income of a family, with first-born girl families having lower income and higher poverty rights than first-born boy families.

\textsuperscript{20} For an extended discussion of the causes of death and risky behavior, see Section IX.
IX. Mechanisms

The main goal of this section is to further understand the mechanisms through which abortion legalization impacts mortality. As noted above, abortion legalization could be impacting adult mortality through any of four pathways: decreasing the number of ‘unwanted’ children, changing the characteristics of mothers, allowing mothers to abort a fetus with in-utero health problems, and decreasing the overall birth cohort size. Understanding the mechanisms underlying the relationship between legalization and adult mortality is important because it will shed light on ways to improve the health of a cohort, a desirable policy objective.

Timing of the Pregnancy (Unwantedness):

It is possible that the health effects of abortion legalization in adulthood are working through selection on ‘wantedness,’ decreasing the number of pregnancies that are not timed optimally. Though mortality records do not provide information on ‘wantedness,’ one can observe characteristics that are likely to proxy for unwantedness in the birth certificate data. I control for the fraction of the birth month-birth state cohort for which the father’s age is reported on the birth certificate and mother’s age at birth.²¹

The presence of paternal information on the birth certificate is a commonly used proxy for paternal involvement at birth in the literature. Specifically, I use whether the father’s age was reported at birth as a proxy for the father’s presence, as did Fertig and Watson (2009). Father’s age is not reported at all until 1969 so I drop 1968 from my sample when using these controls. The average cohort in my sample has father’s age reported 90% of the time.

²¹ I do not know this information for individual deaths but only know it for the cohort.
I use the maternal age variables from the natality data to create cohort-level controls. Maternal age is reported in the natality data by every state from 1968-1975. I create variables indicating the fraction of the cohort born to a teenage mother, the fraction of the white cohort born to a teenage mother, and the fraction of the black cohort born to a teenage mother.

Results:

Involvement of Father (Proxied by Whether Fathers Age is Reported) and Maternal Age:

Table 15 demonstrates that, when controlling for ‘wantedness’, the impact of abortion legalization on the adult mortality of the next generation is smaller. Regression 1 in Table 15 represents the baseline Fixed Effects mortality rate regression once the 1968 mortality data is excluded. The coefficient on legal18 continues to be significant but is smaller than the coefficient on legal18 using the original dataset. After controlling for the fraction of the cohort with fathers age reported at birth and the fraction of the cohort with a teen mother, the coefficient on legal18 has decreased by .03 percentage points (15%) and has decreased in significance from the 5% level to the 10% level, suggestive of an effect of ‘wantedness’ on the adult mortality in the next generation. The control variables are both positive though jointly insignificant.

I also include “wantedness” proxies in the race-specific regressions. Regression 3 represents the baseline fixed effects white mortality rate regression once the 1968 mortality data is not included. The coefficient on legal18 in Regression 3 is substantially smaller than that in Table 8 and is no longer significant. After controlling for the fraction of the white cohort with fathers age reported at birth and the fraction of the white cohort with a teen mother, the coefficient on legal18 has decreased by around .04 percentage points.
Regression 5 represents the baseline fixed effects black mortality rate regression once the 1968 mortality data is not included. In Regression 5, the coefficient on legal18 is negative significant at the 5% level but smaller than the coefficient on legal18 in Table 9. After controlling for the fraction of the black cohort with fathers age reported at birth and the fraction of the black cohort with a teen mother, the coefficient on legal18 has decreased by .07 percentage points. Although controlling for the fraction of the black cohort with fathers age reported at birth does not eliminate the significance of the coefficient on legal18, it does reduce the magnitude of the coefficient by almost 15%. Therefore, Table 15 is suggestive of one mechanism through which abortion legalization impacts adult mortality. The father’s age reported on the birth certificate and teen motherhood may be indicative of the ‘wantedness’ of the pregnancy, factors that can influence the health of the next generation. 22

In sum, there is indirect evidence supporting the notion that legalization reduces mortality by promoting optimal timing of childbearing. Imperfect proxies for wantedness explain roughly 15 percent of the effect overall and black mortality rates; it is possible that wantedness would have a greater impact if it could be accurately measured. However, it is likely that there are other potential mechanisms at work and these are explored in the next section.

**Selection Based on Maternal Characteristics**

It is possible that the health effects of abortion legalization in adulthood are working through selection on maternal characteristics. Though mortality records do not provide information on individual maternal characteristics, one can construct birth month-birth year cohort characteristics using birth certificate data. I control for mother’s education at birth. Also,

---

22 The results for legal6 and legal30 are comparable.
the birth and death regressions by race shed some light on selection based on maternal characteristics.

I use the maternal education variables from the natality data to create cohort-level controls. Not all states report mothers’ education so these states are excluded from the relevant analyses. As with fathers age, mothers education is not reported until 1969, so the natality data from 1968 is not included in this analysis. I create variables indicating the fraction of the cohort born to a mother with a high school diploma, the fraction of the cohort born to a mother that dropped out of high school, and the fraction of the cohort born to a college graduate. I also create race specific versions of these variables. All control variables are at the cohort, not individual, level.

Results:

Race:

As Tables 4 and 5 demonstrate, abortion legalization is associated with a larger decrease in black births and than white births and black teen births than white teen births. Consequently, the racial composition of those cohorts born after legalization is different than that for those cohorts born prior to the legislation. Tables 6 and 7 include regressions with a control for the fraction of black births, capturing the changing racial composition of the cohort. As Regressions 4 and 8 in Table 6 and Regression 4 in Table 7 demonstrate, controlling for the fraction of the cohort that is black does not change the magnitude or significance of the effect of abortion legalization. These results suggest that maternal race may not be a major mechanism through which abortion legalization impacts adult mortality in the next generation.

---

23 See Appendix C for a list of omitted states.
24 See Appendix C for a description of the process to create the control variables.
Maternal Education:

Table 16 demonstrates that, when controlling for maternal education at birth, the impact of abortion legalization on the adult mortality of the next generation is largely unaffected. Regression 1 in Table 16 represents the baseline fixed effects mortality rate regression using a restricted data set omitting 14 states and year 1968 of the mortality data. The coefficient on legal18 is similar in size to the one in Table 6 and is significant at the 1% level. After controlling for the fraction of the cohort born to a mother with a high school diploma, the fraction of the cohort born to a mother that dropped out of high school, and the fraction of the cohort born to a college graduate, the coefficient on legal18 continues to be significant at the 1% level and decreases in magnitude by only .01 percentage points. The p-value from a test of the joint significance of these control variables is 0.68.

A similar analysis is performed for sub-populations. Regression 3 of Table 16 represents the baseline fixed effects white mortality rate regression using a restricted data set omitting 14 states and year 1968 of the mortality data. The coefficient on legal18 is similar in size to the one in Table 8 and is significant at the 5% level. After controlling for the fraction of the white cohort born to a mother with a high school diploma, the fraction of the white cohort born to a mother that dropped out of high school, and the fraction of the white cohort born to a college graduate, the coefficient on legal18 continues to be significant at the 5% level and decreases in magnitude by only .01 percentage points, similar to the result in Regression 2.

Regression 5 represents the baseline fixed effects black mortality rate regression using a restricted data set omitting 14 states and year 1968 of the mortality data. The coefficient on legal18 is similar in size to the one in Table 9 and is significant at the 1% level. After controlling
for the cohort composition of maternal education, the coefficient on legal18 continues to be significant at the 1% level but decreases in magnitude by .06 percentage points (7%). This result provides suggestive evidence that the legislation’s impact on black adult health may in part be stemming from its relationship to maternal educational attainment. However, the maternal education control variables in Regression 6 are not jointly significant.25

Given the correlation between race, education, and income, these results shed light on the possibility that selection based on maternal income is a mechanism through which legalization impacts adult mortality in the next generation. The maternal education control variables do not significantly reduce the impact of abortion legalization on the overall mortality rate and the white mortality rate and only slightly reduce the impact on the black mortality rate. These results cast doubt on the idea that maternal selection based on income may be a pathway through which abortion impacts health in the next generation. Unfortunately, the natality data do not contain information on maternal income so I was unable to directly control for maternal income, and, consequently, I cannot rule it out as a possible mechanism. Future work could examine the impact of controlling for maternal income more rigorously.

**Combining Selection Based on ‘Wantedness’ and Maternal Characteristics**

Controlling for Father’s Presence at Birth, Maternal Age, and Maternal Education:

Table17 sheds light on why abortion legalization affects the early adult mortality in the next generation. Regression 1 represents the baseline fixed effects mortality rate regression using a restricted data set omitting 14 states and year 1968 of the mortality data. It is necessary to use the most restricted data set to include all of the control variables. After controlling for the

---

25 The results for legal6 and legal30 are comparable.
fraction of the cohort with father’s age reported on the birth certificate, the fraction of the cohort with a teen mom, and maternal education, the coefficient on \textit{legal18} continues to be significant at the 1\% level but decreases by .1 percentage points (a decrease of around 30\%). In addition, the control variables are jointly significant at the 1\% level, evidence that, selection based on ‘wantedness’ and maternal characteristics together is driving some of the association between abortion legalization and mortality.

Regression 4 is the analogous regression using the white mortality rate as the dependent variable. After including all of the white cohort level control variables, the coefficient on \textit{legal18} decreases by around .09 percentage points and is no longer significant. Also, the control variables are jointly significant at the 5\% level, also suggestive of an impact of ‘unwantedness’ and maternal selection.

Table 17 contains a similar regression using the black mortality rate as the dependent variable. After including all of the control variables, the coefficient on \textit{legal18} continues to be significant. The control variables are not jointly significant but the coefficient on \textit{legal18} decreases by .18 percentage points (21\%), a substantial effect.

Consequently, the results suggest that legalization alters maternal characteristics and the ‘wantedness’ of the affected cohort, and these factors in turn can explain almost a third of the legislation’s impact on the health of the next generation.\footnote{26 The results for \textit{legal6} and \textit{legal30} are comparable.}

\textbf{In-Utero Health Conditions:}

An alternative explanation for the relationship between legalization and adult mortality is that abortion legislation makes it possible for mothers to abort fetuses with in-utero health
conditions. If this is a driving mechanism through which abortion legalization impacts the adult mortality in the next generation, I would expect a decrease in deaths from certain causes. Of the major causes of death for this age group, heart disease and cancer in young adulthood are medical problems that may arise from in-utero health issues. In contrast, drug accidents and motor vehicle accidents are measures of risky behavior and probably have little to do with such conditions, so if abortion legalization is associated with a decrease in risky behavior caused deaths, it would suggest that the ability of women to abort a fetus with in-utero health problems is not a major mechanism at work.

I generate dummy variables to represent the following causes of death: cancer, heart disease, suicide, homicide, drug accidents, and motor vehicle accidents. I choose these causes of death because they are the most common for individuals ages 25-44, the best approximation of the age range I am focusing on (Heron 2006). I generate mortality rates for each cause of death by dividing the total number of deaths from a certain cause by the total number of births and multiplying by 1000. I also create a mortality rate for the risky causes of death (homicide, drug accidents, and motor vehicle accidents) in a similar manner.

Results:

Deaths Likely to Arise from In-Utero Medical Problems: Heart Disease and Cancer:

Table 18 suggests that abortion legalization is not associated with a decrease in deaths likely arising from in-utero health conditions for individuals born after legalization in ages 20-30. Each regression in Table 18 is weighted and without controls. The coefficients for legal18 are shown. The fixed effects regressions demonstrate that abortion legalization is not associated

---

27 See Appendix A for complete methods on creating cause of death dummy variables
28 Including the controls does not significantly impact any of the coefficients.
with a significant decline in deaths caused by heart disease for those individuals born eighteen months after legalization. Similarly, abortion legalization is not significantly associated with the cancer mortality rate for individuals ages 20-30 and, in fact, the coefficient on legal18 is positive.

The absence of a significant association between abortion legislation and the incidence of deaths among young adults caused by heart disease sheds light on the mechanisms through which abortion legalization impacts mortality. Stamler et al. (1999) explain that the three major risk factors for heart disease are a high cholesterol level, high blood pressure, and smoking. To some extent, cholesterol and blood pressure are related to genetics, but behaviors such as diet, exercise, and smoking play a role (Stamler et al. 2017). Consequently, this result suggests that abortion legalization did not substantially improve the general health behaviors of the cohorts born after legalization. It is important to note, however, that health behaviors leading to death in ages 20-30 would most likely have to be extreme. Also, Partington et al. (1992) find that the most common causes of death among those with Fragile X are cardiovascular related and Hill et al. (2003) find that individuals with Down syndrome have elevated risks of heart disease. Given this relationship between heart disease and in-utero health problems, the heart disease mortality result suggests that allowing mothers to abort a fetus with in-utero health problems is not a driving mechanism of the relationship between abortion legalization and adult mortality.

Also, the fact that abortion legalization is not associated with a decrease in deaths caused by cancer suggests that in-utero health conditions are not the major determinant of selection induced by legalization. For individuals who die of cancer in their 20’s, the cause of cancer is usually unknown, but can be induced by radiation. Behavioral factors, such as diet and exercise that impact heart disease incidence for young adults take considerably longer to cause cancer, as
Bleyer (2002) explains. Also, Hill et al. (2003) find that individuals with Down syndrome have elevated risks of certain types of cancer, including leukemia, testicular cancer, liver cancer, and stomach cancer. As with the heart disease mortality result, this result suggests that abortion legalization did not change the general health behaviors of the next generation and provides evidence that women’s increased ability to abort a fetus with in-utero health problems is not driving my results.

Deaths Not Likely to Arise from In-Utero Medical Problems: Risky Behavior Caused Deaths:

Table 18 suggests that abortion legalization is associated with a decrease in deaths caused by risky behavior, deaths not likely arising from in-utero health conditions. Regression 7 demonstrates the impact of abortion legalization on all deaths caused by risky behavior together (motor vehicle accidents, drug accidents, and homicide). The mean mortality rate for deaths caused by risky behavior is lower by about .20 percentage points (4%) within a state and birth month, compared with if abortion was not legal eighteen months before, an effect that is significant at the 5% level.\(^{29,30}\) Although abortion legalization is not associated with a significant decline in the mortality due to suicide or homicide, it is associated with a negative effect on mortality due to drug accidents. The mortality rate for deaths caused by drug accidents is about .05 percentage points (almost 13%) lower within a state and birth month, compared with if abortion was not legal eighteen months before, an effect that is significant at the 5% level.\(^{31}\)

Similarly, the mean mortality rate for deaths caused by motor vehicle accidents is lower by about

\(^{29}\) Using legal30 does not change this result, and in fact the coefficient on legal30 is larger and significant at the 1% level. The coefficient on legal6, however, is insignificant, but negative.

\(^{30}\) Including suicide as a risky behavior caused death decreases the coefficient on legal18 slightly but it is still significant at the 10% level.

\(^{31}\) The coefficient on legal30 is negative and significant at the 1% level and larger than the coefficient on legal18, suggesting a lagged impact of abortion legalization on deaths caused by drug accidents. However, abortion legalization is associated with a positive and significant effect on the mortality rate for deaths caused by drug accidents for those individuals born six months after legalization.
.11 percentage points (4%) within a state and birth month, compared with if abortion was not legal eighteen months before, an effect that is significant at the 5% level. Therefore, the fixed effects regressions suggest that abortion legalization is associated with a decline in mortality caused by risky behavior.

It is surprising that abortion legalization is not associated with suicide. Education is a factor in suicide since “compared to men who have more than a high school degree, men who have a high school degree have 40 percent higher, and men who have less than a high school degree have 47 percent higher, risks of suicide mortality,” as Denney et al. (2009) find (Denney et al. 1177). This same relationship is true of income, another characteristic of the next generation impacted by abortion legalization. Also, Markowitz et al. (2002) find that substance use is strongly associated with suicide attempts among college students and Charles and Stephens (2006) found that abortion legalization is associated with a decrease in substance abuse among high school students. However, Donohue and Levitt (2001), find that abortion legalization did not have an impact on violent crime or murder, consistent with my results, which suggest that abortion legislation is not associated with a significant decrease in the incidence of deaths caused by homicide. Nevertheless, the homicide and suicide results do not contradict the other results in this section, which suggest that in-utero health selection is not a major mechanism driving the relationship between abortion legalization and adult mortality in the next generation.

Table 18 demonstrates that legalization is associated with a statistically significant reduction in deaths caused by risky behavior, and by drug accidents and motor vehicle accidents.

---

32 Abortion legalization is also associated with a significant decline in mortality caused by motor vehicle accidents for those individuals born thirty months after legislation, with a larger effect than for those born eighteen months after legalization. For those born six months after legalization, there is an insignificant decline in deaths caused by motor vehicle accidents.
individually. These results can provide insight on the mechanisms through which abortion impacts mortality. A decrease in risky behavior could suggest that abortion legalization leads to selection based on maternal characteristics. Mishra and Lalumiere (2008) confirm that there was a decrease in deaths caused by risky behavior in the United States and Canada in the 1990’s, a large portion of the time period I utilize. Specifically, Mishra and Lalumiere find that there were statistically significant declines in violence, accidents, and behaviors related to accidents, results that are consistent with my findings. This is consistent with the results in Donahue and Levitt (2001) demonstrating a decrease in the incidence of crime among adults born after legalization, and supports a story of selection on maternal characteristics rather than in-utero health conditions.

In sum, since abortion legalization is not associated with significant declines in deaths caused by heart disease and cancer, I do not find strong evidence linking abortion policy to deaths likely arising from in-utero medical problems. However, abortion legalization is associated with a significant decline in deaths likely to be caused by risky behavior, a result that further suggests that a reduction in the incidence of children born with in-utero health conditions is unlikely to explain the bulk of the association between abortion policy and adult mortality.

**Cohort Size**

The Cohort Size hypothesis suggests that abortion legalization, by decreasing the size of the cohort, increases the educational attainment and income of this cohort. Higher levels of education and income could also improve health for this cohort in adulthood. I examine this possibility by creating cohort level controls using the 2000 Census Data. Specifically, I create variables indicating the fraction of the birth state and birth cohort with a high school diploma, the
fraction of the population that dropped out of high school, the fraction of the population with a college degree, and the fraction of the population in poverty. I also create race and gender specific versions of these variables.

It is important to note that the age range of those born from 1968-1975 in year 2000 is 24-32, which is not the 20-30 age range I utilize to examine mortality. As a result, I try use characteristics that would not be likely to change from age 24 to 30, such as whether a person graduates from high school. Admittedly, it is possible that the characteristics I look at could change after year 2000 and impact the mortality of those in my sample. It is also important to note that I use this data to create cohort level control variables. I do not try to match up those in the Census data with those in my mortality data. For more information on the Census Data and how I create the controls, see Appendix C.

Results:

Table 19 demonstrates that, when controlling for the education and income of this cohort in adulthood, the impact of abortion legalization on the overall adult mortality of the next generation is largely unaffected. Regression 1 in Table 19 represents the baseline fixed effects mortality rate regression from Table 6. After controlling for the fraction of the cohort with a high school diploma, the fraction of the cohort that dropped out of high school, the fraction of the cohort that graduated college, and the fraction of the cohort in poverty, the coefficient on legal18 continues to be significant at the 1% level and does not decrease in magnitude. The p-value from a test of the joint significance of these control variables is 0.22.

A similar analysis is performed for sub-populations. Regression 3 of Table 16 represents the baseline fixed effects white mortality rate regression from Table 8. After including the white
cohort level controls, the coefficient on legal18 continues to be significant at the 1% level and, in fact, increases in magnitude. Regression 5 represents the baseline fixed effects black mortality rate regression from Table 9. After controlling for the black cohort composition of education and income, the coefficient on legal18 continues to be significant at the 1% level but decreases in magnitude by .06 percentage points (7%). The black cohort level control variables are also jointly significant at the 10% level, with a p-value of around .09. This result provides suggestive evidence that the legislation’s impact on black adult health may in part be stemming from its relationship other adult outcomes, including education and income.33

In sum, although the cohort education and income control variables do not significantly reduce the impact of abortion legalization on the overall mortality rate and the white mortality rate, they do reduce the impact on the black mortality rate. These results suggest that the cohort size does not explain the bulk of the relationship between abortion legalization and adult mortality in the next generation because including the controls does not impact the overall or white mortality rates. In addition, adult outcomes, including education and income, are also related to other mechanisms that I examine in this section, most plausibly ‘wantedness’ and maternal selection. As a result, the impact of the Census cohort level controls on the black mortality rate could be evidence for the dominance of these other mechanisms. Nevertheless, since the cohort size mechanism suggests that abortion legislation, by decreasing the size of the cohort, increases the educational attainment and income of this cohort, I cannot rule out the possibility that this pathway is contributing to the association between legalization and the next generation’s mortality.

33 The results for legal6 and legal30 are comparable.
X. Robustness Tests

In this section, I attempt to test the robustness of my results by using alternative specifications, by controlling for other factors that could influence women’s fertility decisions, by taking travel distance into account, and by dropping states that may be driving my results.

Controlling for Minor’s Access to Abortion and Birth Control

It is possible that some of the decrease in mortality rates for adults ages 20-30 born from 1968-1975 can be driven by other factors impacting births. Laws regarding birth control access for minors and abortion access for minors were also changing during this time period and it is important to determine if these legal shifts are also contributing to my results. As a result, this section is designed to examine the impact of fertility control laws during the 1968-75 time period that affect minor’s access to contraception and abortion on the adult mortality in the next generation.

Information on Minors’ Access:

There was no law change analogous to Roe v. Wade definitively making birth control legal for minors. The pill was approved by the FDA in 1960, though prior to this date, doctors were aware of its contraceptive effects and prescribed it for this purpose. By 1965, when the Supreme Court, in Griswold v. Connecticut, declared laws banning married women from using contraceptives unconstitutional, 41 percent of married women younger than 30 were already taking the pill (Goldin and Katz 732). The pill was not legal for single women until 1972, when the Supreme Court, in Eisenstadt v. Baird, overturned a statute prohibiting the sale of contraceptives to unmarried persons. Between 1969 and 1978, most states changed the age at which minors could obtain the pill without parental consent, increasing minors’ access to the pill.
Abortion access for minors was also changing during this time period. Following *Roe v. Wade*, a number of states restricted the age at which minors could obtain abortions without parental consent. However, during the mid and late 1970’s, many states began changing these laws, decreasing the age of consent usually to 18 or 14. Some states changed the minimum age when a minor could consent to her own abortion multiple times over this period. These were the changes, documented in Guldi (2005) that I used in my analysis.  

**Results:**

**Birth Control Pill Access for Minors:**

**Births:**

Table 20 contains regressions including both the abortion legalization variables and the birth control access for minor variables and demonstrates that the decrease in the teen birthrate from 1968 to 1975 is stemming primarily from the changes in abortion access. All regressions in Table 20 are weighted and use *legal18* as the explanatory variable. Although the coefficients on the birth control access variables are negative, neither of them are significant. However, even while controlling for the changes in birth control access for minors, *legal18*, representing whether abortion has been legal for 18 months, has a much larger negative impact on the teen birthrate than the birth control legalization variables, an effect that is statistically significant at the 1% level in all of the regressions. In addition, the size of the coefficients on *legal18* are very similar to those in Table 3, demonstrating that accounting for changes in birth control access for minors does not diminish the effect of abortion legalization on the teen birthrate. Consequently,

---

34 See Appendix E for information on the data used in these regressions.
35 The results do not change substantially when *legal6* and *legal30* are used instead of *legal18*. 
the changes in birth control laws for minors are not driving the substantial decrease in the teen birthrate stemming from abortion legalization.\textsuperscript{36}

The fact that the pill was legalized gradually can help to explain these results. Any minor who was married or had the consent of her parents to take the pill already had access at this point. In addition, any woman who pretended to be engaged or convinced a physician that she had irregular periods may have also been able to use the pill (Goldin and Katz 734). Consequently, there was no definitive change in laws allowing all minors to use the birth control pill, which can explain why there was no significant drop in births following the enactment of state laws decreasing the age a minor could take the pill without parental consent.

Deaths:

Given the lack of a definitive change in the birth control laws, it is not surprising that, as Table 20 demonstrates, birth control pill access for minors is not associated with a decrease in the adult mortality in the next generation. All regressions in Table 20 are weighted and use legal18 as the explanatory variable.\textsuperscript{37} The coefficients on the birth control pill variables are positive, suggesting that there is not even a negative correlation between birth control pill access for minors and death rates. Even when controlling for the changes in birth control access for minors, legal18 continues to have a statistically significant negative impact on the overall death rate in Regressions 3 and 4. In addition, the size of the coefficients on legal18 are not smaller than those in Table 6, demonstrating that accounting for changes in birth control access for minors does not diminish the effect of abortion legalization on the death rate. Consequently, the

\textsuperscript{36} Looking at teen birthrates by race does not change the results. The coefficients on the abortion legalization variables continue to be much larger than those on the pill variables in these regressions.

\textsuperscript{37} The results do not change substantially when legal6 and legal30 are used instead of legal18.
changes in birth control laws for minors are not driving the decrease in the mortality rate stemming from abortion legalization.\footnote{These results do not change when examining the impact of both the abortion legalization and pill variables on mortality rates by race. The coefficients on the abortion legalization variables are very similar to those in Tables 8 and 9.}

**Abortion Access for Minors:**

**Births:**

Table 21 contains regressions demonstrating that the impact of abortion legalization on the teen birthrate remains substantial while controlling for the effect of the changing abortion access for minors. All regressions in Table 21 are weighted and use legal18 as the explanatory variable.\footnote{The results do not change substantially when legal6 and legal30 are used instead of legal18.} The changes in the teen birthrate stemming from abortion legalization, measured by legal18, remain negative and significant at the 1\% level in all of the regressions controlling for variations in the parental consent laws for minor’s seeking an abortion. The coefficients on the variable indicating minors’ access to abortion is negative and significant in Regressions 1 and 2, but the coefficients on legal18 are much larger in both of these regressions and continue to be significant at the 1\% level. Furthermore, the size of the coefficients on legal18 are very similar to those in Table 3, demonstrating that accounting for changes in abortion access for minors does not diminish the effect abortion legalization has on the teen birthrate. Therefore, the changes in the teen birthrate during this time period are driven by the initial legalization of abortion, rather than the expansion of abortion access to minors.\footnote{Looking at teen birthrates by race does not change the results. The coefficients on the abortion legalization variables continue to be much larger than those on the pill variables in these regressions.}
Deaths:

Table 21 confirms that although minor legalization may have an independent effect on the adult mortality in the next generation, it does diminish the association between abortion legalization and mortality rates. Each of the regressions in Table 21 use legal18. As Regression 3 demonstrates, the coefficient on legal18 continues to be significant after controlling for whether abortion was legal for 14 year olds (assuming the laws were changed at the beginning of the year), and is only slightly smaller than coefficient in Table 6. In Regression 4, after controlling for whether abortion was legal for 14 year olds (assuming the laws were changed at the end of the year), the coefficient on legal18 is significant at the 1% level and is a similar magnitude to the coefficient in Table 6. These results suggest that controlling for whether abortion was legal for minors does not diminish the impact of abortion legalization on the mortality rate in the next generation. However, the coefficients on both of the variables indicating whether abortion was legal for 14 year olds are negative and one of them is significant. These results suggest that minor legalization may have a separate, independent effect on the adult mortality rate in the next generation. Consequently, the relationship between minor legalization and adult health in the next generation warrants further research.

Controlling for Travel Distance During Early Legalization:

There is some evidence that early legalization allowed women outside of the early states to travel to obtain abortions. For example, in 1972, over 100,000 women travelled from a different state to obtain an abortion in New York City (Gold 2003). Also, the number of abortions in states with liberal access, like New York and California, experienced a decline of

\footnote{The results do not change substantially when legal6 and legal30 are used instead of legal18.}

\footnote{These results do not change when examining the impact of both the abortion legalization and minor legalization variables on mortality rates by race.}
23% in the procedures reported by providers after *Roe v. Wade*, suggesting they served significant numbers of out-of-state women prior to the legalization of abortion through *Roe v. Wade* (Weinstock et al. 1975). Furthermore, Hansen (1980) explains that “the largest increase in abortion occurred *before* the *Roe* decision, not after it,” further suggesting that early legalization may be the primary mechanism through which abortion services were made more readily available (Hansen 375). As a result, it is important to examine the hypothesis that early legalization extended access to out of state women and incorporate this possibility into my analysis.

To do so, I use the natality data and determine the percentage of births that residents of non-early states have in early states. I use a cutoff of one percent as a proxy for the ability for women to travel and obtain abortions in early states. To incorporate this possibility into my legal variables, I assume abortion is legal in the states that have equal to or greater than one percent of births in early states, creating three new analogous legal variables: `legal6_justadj`, `legal18_justadj`, and `legal30_justadj`. I use these, along with the original legal variables, as the independent variables in the Fixed Effects regressions.

It is important to note that no states had at least 1% of births in the other two early states, Hawaii and Alaska, both of which are difficult to reach by travel. Also, Washington had a law in place that required women to be residents of the state for 30 days before allowing them to obtain an abortion (Gold 2003). As a result, although Idaho and Oregon had greater than 1% of births in Washington, women from other states were essentially unable to utilize abortion services in Washington, so I do not count abortion as legal in Idaho and Oregon. Consequently, the

---

43 The states that had greater than or equal to one percent of births in an early state are as follows: Idaho and Oregon had at least 1% of their births in Washington, New Jersey had at least 1% of its births in New York, and Nevada had at least 1% of its births in California.
following results indicate the impact of women’s ability to travel to New York or California to obtain an abortion on the birthrate and young adult mortality in the next generation.

**Results:**

**Births:**

Table 22 demonstrates that the combined effect on the birthrate and teen birthrate of being in a state in which abortion is legal and being within traveling distance of a state in which abortion is legal is larger than the impact of being in a state in which abortion is legal alone, suggesting that women’s ability to travel to early states did contribute to the reduction in the birthrate and teen birthrate. In Regression 1, the coefficient on $legal18$ is negative and significant at the 1% level and analogous to the coefficient on $legal18$ in Table 3. The coefficient on $legal18_{justadj}$ is negative and significant at the 5% level, suggestive of an impact of travel.\(^{44}\) According to Regression 1, abortion legalization, including the impact of travel, is associated with a .32 percentage point reduction in the birthrate within a state and birth month. Regression 2 demonstrates that, accounting for travel, abortion legalization is associated with about a .70 percentage point reduction in the teen birthrate within a state and birth month, a much larger result than shown in Table 3. The coefficient on $legal18_{justadj}$ is negative and significant at the 1% level and suggests that about .24 percentage points of the reduction in the teen birthrate within a state and birth month is stemming from teenagers traveling to early states to receive abortions.\(^{45}\) Therefore, Table 22 provides evidence that accounting for the ability of

\(^{44}\) In the regression using $legal6$, the coefficient on $legal6_{justadj}$ is negative and significant at the 5% level, suggesting that abortion legalization in a nearby state is associated with a decrease in the birthrate. In the regression using $legal30$ the coefficients on $legal30$ and $legal30_{justadj}$ are both negative but insignificant.

\(^{45}\) The results using $legal6$ and $legal30$ are comparable.
women to travel to early states increases the impact of abortion legalization on the birthrate and teen birthrate.\footnote{When accounting for the ability of white women to travel to early states for abortion services, the impact of abortion legalization on the birthrate increases by .09 percentage points six months after legalization within a state and birth month. The coefficients on the travel variables are insignificant 18 and 30 months after legalization and are of a much smaller magnitude. When accounting for the ability of black women to travel to early states for abortion services, the impact of abortion legalization on the birthrate greatly increases, by .23 percentage points 18 months after legalization and by .37 percentage points 30 months after legalization within a state and birth month, effects that are significant at the 5\% and 1\% levels respectively. The coefficient on the travel variable is insignificant six months after legalization.}

\textbf{Deaths:}

Table 22 provides suggestive evidence that accounting for the ability of women to travel does not decrease the impact of abortion legalization on the adult mortality in the next generation. Regression 3 demonstrates that accounting for travel, the coefficient on \textit{legal18} does not decrease from that in Table 6 and continues to be significant at the 1\% level. Although abortion legalization is associated with a decrease in the birthrate eighteen months after legalization to women in states with greater than 1\% of births in New York or California, those born eighteen months after legalization in these states do not have lower mortality rates. It is possible there could be differential selection of the women capable of traveling to early states, but more research is needed in this area to understand this result. Nevertheless, controlling for the possibility of travel does not decrease the impact of abortion legalization on the mortality rate demonstrated in Table 6.\footnote{The result is similar for those born six and thirty months after legalization and by race.}

\textbf{Time Trend Regressions:}

I control for state-specific trends in the birthrate and mortality rate occurring in states before abortion legalization occurred. Although the birth results continue to be significant, I find that the mortality results are sensitive to including these state-specific time trends. Abortion legalization continues to be associated with a decrease in the mortality of the next generation but
only the coefficient on *legal18* in the regression examining the impact of abortion legalization on the black mortality rate continues to be significant. It is possible that there may just not be enough statistical power in the time trend regressions to distinguish the time trend from the effect of the policy. For more information, see Appendix F.

**XI. Conclusion**

This paper seeks to investigate the relationship between abortion legislation and the adult health of birth cohorts affected by that legislation. Given the literature showing the link between abortion and childhood outcomes and the literature examining long-run impacts of early life circumstances, it is expected that lenient abortion policies will improve adult health for affected birth cohorts. I find that abortion legalization is associated with a statistically significant decrease in the adult mortality of the next generation. The results suggest that of the typical 40,000 deaths per year of individuals ages 20-30, roughly 1,000 deaths were avoided as a result of abortion legalization.\textsuperscript{48} I find that the impact of abortion legalization varies by gender and race, with the greatest effects for black males. Abortion legalization is also associated with the largest reduction in deaths caused by risky behavior.

The results in this paper also help provide insight on why abortion legalization matters. Four mechanisms are proposed in Section II and the evidence presented here is suggestive of two of them.

1. **Timing of Pregnancy:** I find evidence that controlling for parental involvement and the age of the mother at birth reduces the apparent impact of abortion legalization on the

\textsuperscript{48} I calculate the number of deaths avoided by abortion legalization by multiplying the coefficient on *legal18* divided by 1000 by the number of births in 1970 (representative of the typical number of births for the time period). I calculate the typical number of deaths per year for 20-30 year olds by multiplying the mean of the mortality rate divided by 1000 by the number of births in 1970.
overall and black adult mortality in the next generation by approximately 15%. Both paternal age reported at birth and maternal age at birth are proxies for whether a pregnancy was timed optimally, which can impact the health of the child.

2. **Maternal Characteristics:** I find that controlling for the fraction of the cohort that is black, indicating maternal selection based on race, does not change the magnitude or significance of the effect of abortion legalization. These results suggest that maternal race may not be a major mechanism through which abortion legalization impacts adult mortality in the next generation. I also find that the maternal education control variables do not significantly reduce the impact of abortion legalization on the overall mortality rate and the white mortality rate. However, they do reduce the impact of abortion legalization on the black mortality rate and, in conjunction with the cohort level controls for ‘wantedness,’ decrease the effect of abortion legislation more substantially, by around 30%. Also, given the relationship between childhood disadvantage and risky behavior, the results demonstrating that abortion legalization is associated with a decrease in risky behavior may provide more support for the maternal selection story. Consequently, there is some suggestive evidence that maternal characteristics may, in part, explain the relationship between abortion legalization and adult health in the next generation.

3. **In-Utero Health Conditions:** I do not find strong evidence linking abortion policy to deaths likely arising from in-utero medical problems. However, I find that abortion legalization is associated with a significant decline in deaths caused by risky behavior, unlikely to be related to in-utero health. Thus, in-utero health conditions are unlikely to explain the bulk of the association between abortion policy and adult mortality.
4. **Cohort Size:** Although the cohort education and income control variables do not significantly reduce the impact of abortion legalization on the overall mortality rate and the white mortality rate, they do reduce the impact on the black mortality rate. Since the cohort size mechanism suggests that abortion legislation, by decreasing the size of the cohort, increases the educational attainment and income of this cohort, I cannot rule out the possibility that this pathway is contributing to the association between legalization and the next generation’s mortality. However, it is more likely that the income and education of these cohorts are changing because of selection based on ‘wantedness’ and maternal selection, given the evidence I find supporting these mechanisms.

Overall, the results suggest that selection based on the ‘wantedness’ of the pregnancy and maternal characteristics may be driving the link between legalization and adult mortality. ‘Unwanted’ or mistimed children and children born to more disadvantaged mothers might receive fewer resources and might be treated differently in unobservable ways, impacting their health. Furthermore, the results in this paper highlight the importance of early life circumstances of children, an influence that continues as children enter young adulthood and has the potential to extend even further.

The mechanisms explored in this paper may also be those driving the impact of abortion legalization on child health and disadvantage, adolescent outcomes, and adult employment and education. Further examination of these mechanisms, as well as of the impact of abortion legalization on other adult health outcomes as this cohort ages, would be informative to abortion and contraceptive policy formation.
The analyses presented here also suggest that it may be possible to improve the health of future cohorts in both childhood and adulthood through policy interventions that dedicate resources to mothers who have not timed their pregnancies optimally and to disadvantaged mothers or by providing access to fertility control tools to postpone pregnancies until they are ‘wanted.’

Since January 2011, there have been numerous proposed and implemented restrictions on abortion. For example, in April 2011, lawmakers in Virginia approved an amendment that would ban private insurance plans from covering abortions if they participate in a state health care exchange under the new health care law (Tavernise 2011). In March 2011, South Dakota passed a law forcing women to wait three days after an initial doctor's visit before terminating a pregnancy, the nation's longest waiting period (New York Times 2011). Furthermore, in March 2011, the House of Representatives approved a bill cutting all funding to Planned Parenthood (Steinhauer 2011). These restrictions would most likely reduce the number of abortions women receive.

Levine, Trainor, and Zimmerman (1996) identify that “the imposition of funding restrictions lowers the abortion rate by 1.5% abortions per 1000 women aged 15-44,” an effect that is statistically significant at the 1% level (Levine 567). Consequently, the results of this paper, as well as those of the existing literature, demonstrate that since abortion legalization has positive health benefits for the population, a decrease in the abortion rate resulting from these new policies may result in negative health outcomes. Therefore, the health consequences of funding restrictions should be considered in the context of abortion policy reform.
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Appendices

Appendix A: Data

Natality Data:

The natality data from 1968-1971 are 50% samples of the total number of births in each year, so it is necessary to create a variable, recwt, which I set equal to 2, in order to count each birth twice. After 1971, some states still only have 50% samples but the variable recwt is in the data and is set to 1 or 2, accordingly. This variable is included in the collapse command and is used to weight the number of observations properly.

Mortality Data:

I generate dummy variables to represent specific causes of death for use in my empirical analysis. To accomplish this, I identify the coding for the causes of death I use in the mortality data codebook. The coding switches from the International Classification of Deaths version 9 (ICD-9) to ICD-10 in 1999, so it is necessary to choose causes of death included in both versions. Once I identify the codes, I create a dummy variable equal to one if the variable representing the cause of death, ucr282 or ucr34 in 1988-1998, and ucr358 or ucr39 in 1999-2004, was equal to the code for the chosen disease and 0 otherwise. For example, the dummy variable drugaccident, measuring death caused by accidental drug overdose, is equal to 1 when ucr282 is equal to 31700, the code for this cause of death, and 0 otherwise. Overall I create 6 dummy variables measuring these causes of death: cancer, heart disease, suicide, homicide, motor vehicle accidents, and accidents involving drug use.
To create a variable to identify the birth month of the individual, I use the age at death and year of death. Since the birth month of individuals in this data is unknown, I assume that each individual was his or her age plus 6 months at the time of death and created a new age variable, \textit{agenew}, to reflect that, equal to the individual’s age added to 0.5 (6 months/12 total months). I then create a variable \textit{deathmonth}, equal to the year of death added to the month divided by 12 (year + (monthdth/12), so that both the year and month of death are incorporated into one variable. Finally, to calculate the birth month for each observation, I generate a variable, \textit{birth month} to equal \textit{deathmonth} – \textit{agenew}. For example, a 20 year old individual who died in January of 1989 would have a birth month of 1968.583(1989.083 – 20.5), which means this person was born in July of 1989. I drop observations for which \textit{birth month} is less than 1968.083, before the 1968 cohort was born, and greater than 1976, after the 1975 cohort was born, since these observations do not fall within my time-frame of interest. I later use this variable to connect the mortality data set with the natality and abortion legalization data.

\textbf{Appendix B: Log of Number of Births Results}

I also examine the impact of legalization on the log of the number of births to see if it is consistent with the association between the abortion legislation and the birthrate.

\textbf{Overall Births}

The Fixed Effects models illustrate that abortion legalization was associated with a lower number of overall births. All of the regressions in Table 23 include fixed effects, which can account for the high r-squared values. When abortion has been legal for six months, as captured by the \textit{legal6} variable, the decrease in the logarithm of the total number of births is statistically significant and substantial. Regression 1 demonstrates that if abortion was legal six months
before birth, the number of births is lower by about 3% within a state and birth month, compared with if abortion was not legal six months prior to birth, a result that reaches 4% in the weighted regression 2. Regression 3 suggests that when abortion has been legal for 18 months, the number of births is lower by 2.4% within a state and birth month, compared with abortion was not legal six months prior to birth. Though this result is not significant, it reaches significance in the weighted regression 4 and yields an effect of 5.7%. Both regressions 5 and 6 demonstrate that when abortion has been legal for thirty months, abortion legalization is no longer associated with a significant decrease in the number of births because the coefficient on legal30 is not statistically significant. Consequently, Table 23 illustrates that abortion legislation is associated with the largest decrease in births eighteen months after legalization, evidence of a slightly lagged effect of abortion legislation.

Other Results:

Abortion legalization is associated with a much larger decrease in teen births than in overall births. The largest decrease in the number births to teens, 11%, occurred when abortion was legal for eighteen months prior to birth. Births to young teens, defined as mothers below the age of eighteen, significantly decreased after abortion was legal for 6 months, though by less than overall teen births, suggesting that it took longer for young teens to have the same amount of access as eighteen and nineteen year olds. In addition, the effects of abortion legalization are significant for both white and black births, with larger results for black births. Furthermore, there is a highly significant but lagged impact of abortion legalization on the number of births to white teens and black teens, with much larger effects for black teens.
Appendix C: Mechanisms

Maternal Characteristics

Data:

To create the cohort level controls indicating whether the father was present at birth, and maternal age and education, I use the natality data. It is important to note that several states during this time period did not report maternal education so I use these controls on a restricted sample omitting these states. Fathers’ age and mothers’ education were not reported until 1969, so the natality data from 1968 is not used in this analysis. I use the total number of states and years when using the maternal age controls. I create dummy variables indicating if the father’s age is reported, if the mother was a teenager, if the mother had dropped out of high school, had a high school diploma, and had a college education. I also create race specific versions of these dummy variables. I then collapse the data by state of birth and birth month, which creates overall counts and counts by race of the number of children born with a father present, to teen mothers, and mothers with certain levels of education.

To create the cohort level control variables, I divide the counts based on each characteristic by the total number of births. For example, to create \( \text{fractionteenmom} \), which represents the fraction of those born from 1968-75 to a teenage mother, I divide the total number of individuals in my data with teen mothers by the total number of births in my data. I use this same method to create four other control variables: \( \text{fractionmomhsdropout} \), \( \text{fractionmomhsgrad} \), \( \text{fractionmomcollgrad} \), and \( \text{fractionfagereported} \). I create race specific cohort control variables by

---

49 There were fourteen states that did not report mothers education. These states are Alabama, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Maryland, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington.
dividing the total number of births of each race to moms with the specific characteristic (or born with fathers age reported) by the total number of counts by the respective race. These are for use in the race specific regressions. I also create race specific cohort control variables for use in the overall mortality regressions by dividing the total number of births of each race to moms of a certain age or education level (or born with father’s age reported) by the overall number of births.

**Census Data**

**Data:**

The Census data is obtained from the 2000 Census using the IPUMS USA website. I create an extract using the IPUMS website including the educational attainment, poverty status, race, and gender, and birthplace of those individuals who were born from 1968-1975. It is important to note that the age range of those born during this time period in year 2000 is 24-32, which is not the 20-30 age range I utilize to examine mortality. As a result, I try use characteristics that would not be likely to change from age 24 to 30, such as whether a person graduates from high school. Admittedly, it is possible that the characteristics I look at could change after year 2000 and impact the mortality of those in my sample. It is also important to note that I use this data to create cohort level control variables. I do not try to match up those in the Census data with those in my mortality data.

Once I have the Census abstract, I create a variable indicating the state of birth of each individual utilizing the birthplace variable in the Census data. I then drop all of the observations for which birthplace is outside the United States. I create dummy variables which indicate the gender and race of each individual. I generate dummy variables indicating whether each
individual is a high school dropout, is a high school graduate, is a college graduate, and is considered below the poverty line. I also create race and gender specific versions of these dummy variables. I create a variable count, equal to 1 for all individuals. I collapse the data by the birth state and age of each individual, yielding a count of the total number of individuals in the Census born from 1968-75 in each state overall, by race, and by gender. In the collapse command, I weight by perwt, the Census variable indicating the individual level weight, to obtain counts for the total population. Collapsing the data also yields counts of the total number of individuals in the Census born from 1968-75 in each state that are high school dropouts, high school graduates, college graduates, and are poor. More specific counts of these variables by race and gender are also created when I collapse the data.

To create the cohort level control variables, I divide the counts based on each characteristic by the total number of individuals in the sample. For example, to create fractionhsgrad, which represents the fraction of those born from 1968-75 with a high school diploma, I divide the total number of individuals in my data with high school diplomas by the total number of individuals in my data. I use this same method to create four other control variables: fractionhsdropout, fractioncollegegrad, fractionpoverty. I create race and gender specific cohort control variables by dividing the total number of individuals of each race and gender with a specific characteristic by the total number of counts by the respective race or gender. I then use the general and race and gender specific cohort level controls in my mortality regressions.

To merge the Census data with my overall data incorporating the natality, mortality, and legalization data, I need to create a variable age00, equal to what the age of the individuals in my mortality data would be in year 2000. To do this, I use the birth month variable and the fact that
the Census data are collected in April. For example, all of those individuals in my mortality data born in January of 1968 (1968.083) through April of 1968 (1968.25) would be 32 in 2000, so I set age00 equal to 32. I continue this method to determine the age of each individual based on their birth month. I then merge the Census and overall data by state of birth and the age of the individual in year 2000. This is the data I use to run my mortality regressions with the Census cohort level controls.

**Appendix D: Difference-in-Differences Model**

**Methods:**

I also use a difference-in-differences model, using a state-cohort analysis. Charles and Stephens (2006) utilize a similar model exploiting the differential timing of abortion legalization in early and non-early states to analyze the impact of abortion legalization on adolescent substance abuse. Ananat et al. (2009) also use a difference-in-differences model to examine the effect of abortion legalization on young adult outcomes.

**Births:**

The model I use includes the variable early, a dummy variable indicating whether or not the individual was born in an early legalizer state, together with cohort indicators. Cohort1 indicates whether the individual was born from 1968-69, when no legislation was passed. Cohort2 indicates whether the individual was born from 1970-72, when abortion was legalized in some states, prior to Roe v. Wade. Cohort3 indicates whether the individual was born from 1937-75, after the national legalization of abortion. Birthrate represents the overall birthrate per 1000 women ages 15-44. The Difference in Difference model is as follows:
Birthrate = \beta_0 + \beta_{early} + \beta_{2cohort2} + \beta_{3cohort3} + \beta_{4earlycoh2} + \beta_{5earlycoh3} + \mu

This model examines the effect on birthrates of being born in an early legalizer state during cohort 1, compared to the impact of being born in an early legalizer state during cohorts 2 and 3. Primarily, I expect to see an effect in the interaction term \textit{earlycoh2}, a variable indicating whether an individual was born in an early state, where the policy change occurred, and during cohort 2, when the abortion policy change occurred. There could also be observable effects in the \textit{earlycoh3} interaction term, a variable indicating whether an individual was born in an early state during cohort 3. A significant coefficient on \textit{earlycoh3} would suggest that abortion legislation has a lagged impact on birthrates. I predict that the coefficients on these interactions will be negative, suggesting that abortion legislation has a negative effect on the birthrate.

Deaths:

As in the birth regression, \textit{early} is a dummy variable indicating whether or not the individual was born in an early legalizer state. \textit{Cohort1} indicates whether the individual was born from 1968-69, when no legislation was passed. \textit{Cohort2} indicates whether the individual was born from 1970-72, when abortion was legalized in some states, prior to \textit{Roe v. Wade}. \textit{Cohort3} indicates whether the individual was born from 1937-75, after the national legalization of abortion. \textit{Deathrate} represents the overall mortality rate per 1000 individuals. The controls, represented by \textit{X}, include population characteristics, such as the fraction of the population that is African American, other race, and male (\textit{fractionblack, fractionoth, and fractionmale}). The Difference in Difference model is as follows:

dearthrate = \beta_0 + \beta_{early} + \beta_{2cohort2} + \beta_{3cohort3} + \beta_{4earlycoh2} + \beta_{5earlycoh3} + \beta_6X + \mu
This model examines the effect on mortality rates of being born in an early legalizer state during cohort 1, compared to the impact of being born in an early legalizer state during cohorts 2 and 3. As in the birth model, I expect to see an effect in the interaction term \textit{earlycoh2}. There could also be observable effects in the \textit{earlycoh3} interaction term, if abortion legalization has a lagged impact on mortality in the next generation. I predict that the coefficients on these interactions will be negative, suggesting that abortion legislation has a negative effect on the mortality rate.

**Data:**

I create a dummy variable, \textit{early}, to indicate whether or not the individual was born in a state that legalized abortion prior to Roe v. Wade. Furthermore, I generate cohort variables to indicate whether or not an individual was born in a specific cohort. These variables are used in the difference-in-differences model.

**Results:**

The results of the Difference in Difference model, shown in Table 24, confirm that abortion has a negative and significant impact on the birthrate, teen birthrate, and mortality rate, results consistent with the Fixed Effects regressions. In both of the birth regressions, the coefficients on \textit{early} are negative and significant, suggesting that the birthrates are lower overall in early states than in non-early states. In both of the birth regressions the coefficient on \textit{cohort3} is negative and significant, demonstrating that birthrates are lower overall from 1973-75. In Regression 1, there is a negative and statistically significant coefficient on the interaction term, \textit{earlycoh2}, demonstrating that the birthrate is lower in an early state during legalization, compared to an early state prior to abortion legalization, suggesting the legislation decreased the
overall birthrate. The coefficient on $earlycoh3$ is not significant, suggesting there is not a lagged
effect of legalization on the overall birthrate. Regression 2 examines the impact of abortion
legalization on teen births and demonstrates that the teen birthrate is significantly lower in an
early state in both cohorts 2 and 3 when compared to cohort 1, evidence that the negative impact
of legalization continues past immediately after the legislation is passed. The size of the
coefficient on $earlycoh2$ in Regression 2 is twice that in Regression 1, demonstrating that
abortion legalization has a stronger impact on teen births than the overall birthrate, consistent
with the results of the Fixed Effects Regression.$^{50}$

In Regression 3, the coefficient on $cohort2$ is negative and significant, suggesting that
those born later have lower mortality rates, an intuitive result. Regression 3 also demonstrates
that those born in an early state in cohort 2 have lower mortality rates in adulthood than those
born in an early state in cohort 1, a result that is statistically significant at the 1% level. The
coefficient on $earlycoh3$ is statistically significant and negative, evidence of a sustained impact
of abortion legalization on adult mortality for those born in early states after the legislation is
passed, suggesting that abortion access continued to expand right after legalization. Since the
coefficient on $earlycoh3$ was only significant when examining its impact on the teen birthrate,
the results suggest that the sustained impact of abortion legalization in early states in cohort 3 is
most likely driven by the expanded access to teens during this time period. Therefore, the
Difference in Difference regressions confirm the results of the Fixed Effects regressions,

$^{50}$ The Difference in Difference regressions also produce a negative and statistically significant coefficient in
$earlycoh2$ when examining the impact of abortion legalization on the white birthrate and the black birthrate, with a
larger coefficient for the black birthrate, consistent with the Fixed Effects regressions.
demonstrating that abortion legalization is associated with a decrease in the birthrate, teen
birthrate, and mortality rate in the next generation.51

**Appendix E: Controlling for Birth Control Pill and Abortion Access for Minors**

**Data:**

Using the information on minor’s access to these contraceptive methods in Guldi (2005),
I created a data set including the state, the year, and the month, and variables indicating whether
or not abortion or birth control was legal for minors. Since the data in Guldi (2005) lists only the
year that the laws regarding minors’ access to the pill changed, I created one variable assuming
the laws changed at the beginning of the year (beg), and one assuming that the laws changed at
the end of the year (end). In addition, I created variables indicating whether 14 year olds
(pillleg14beg) were legally able to take the pill. These variables are all lagged 12 months to take
into account the amount of time it takes for the pill to have an effect. Since the data in Guldi
(2005) lists only the year that the parental consent laws for minors seeking an abortion changed,
as well, I created one variable assuming the laws changed at the beginning of the year (beg), and
one assuming that the laws changed at the end of the year (end). In addition, I created variables
indicating 14 year olds (minleg14beg) were legally able to have an abortion. These variables are
all lagged by 6, 18, and 30 months, as were the abortion legalization variables. These variables
are used as controls in regressions to ensure any effects I am observing are coming from *Roe v.
Wade* and early legalization, not the later changes in related laws.

51 The Difference in Difference regressions also produce a negative and statistically significant coefficient in
earlycoh2 when examining the impact of abortion legalization on the black mortality rate, with a continued
significant impact in earlycoh3. None of the coefficients on the interaction terms are significant when the white
mortality rate is used as the dependent variable. These results also confirm those produced by the Fixed Effects
regressions.
Appendix F: Time Trend Regressions:

Methods:

I control for state-specific trends in the birthrate and mortality rate occurring in states before abortion legalization occurred.

Birth Regression:

\[ \text{birthrate}_b = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{legal18}_b + \gamma_b + \delta_s \cdot \text{birthmonth}_b + \mu_{bs} \]

Death Regression:

\[ \text{deathrate}_b = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{legal18}_b + \gamma_b + \delta_s \cdot \text{birthmonth}_b + \mu_{bs} \]

As before, the birthrate represents the birthrate per 1000 women ages 15-44 and the deathrate represents the mortality rate per 1000 births. The explanatory variable, legal18, indicates whether abortion was legal eighteen months prior to birth and the model includes state of birth and birth month fixed effects and a linear time trend within each state. The birth regressions are weighted by the female population and the death regressions are weighted by the total number of births. Standard errors are clustered.

Results:

Table 25 demonstrates that, when controlling for linear time trends, abortion legalization continues to have a significant negative effect on the birthrate. All regressions in Table 25 are weighted and use legal18 as the explanatory variable.\(^{52}\) As Regression 1 illustrates, controlling for linear time trends does not diminish the impact of legal18 on the birthrate and the magnitude

\(^{52}\) The results do not change substantially when legal6 and legal30 are used instead of legal18.
of the effect, a decrease in the birthrate of .23 percentage points, is very similar to that demonstrated in Table 3, a decrease in the birthrate of .24 percentage points. Controlling for linear time trends in the teen birthrate regression does decrease the magnitude of the effect by about .10 percentage points, but does not diminish the significance of the effect. As Regressions 3 and 4 illustrate, abortion legalization continues to have a negative impact on the white and black birthrates eighteen months after legalization even when controlling for linear time trends. The coefficients on legal18 for both of these regressions did not change substantially as a result of the linear time trend and continue to be significant at the 1% level. Consequently, the results of the linear time trend regressions are consistent with the fixed effects results, further evidence that abortion legalization is associated with a decrease in the birthrate.

However, Table 25 demonstrates that, when controlling for linear time trends, abortion legalization no longer has a significant negative effect on the mortality rate. Abortion legalization is associated with a negative impact on the mortality rate eighteen months after legalization but this result is no longer significant and the size of the coefficient has been greatly reduced from that shown in Table 6. Looking at the impact by race, Regression 6 illustrates that abortion legalization is no longer associated with a significant decrease in the white mortality rate eighteen months after legalization. However, the coefficient on legal18 in Regression 7 is significant, suggesting that abortion legalization continues to be associated with a decrease in the black mortality rate even after controlling for time trends. Nevertheless, the size of the coefficient on legal18 is greatly reduced from that shown in Table 9. Therefore, the mortality results are sensitive to time trends. It is possible that the regression does not have enough statistical power to distinguish between time trends and the effect of the policy.
Table 1: Summary Statistics: Birthrates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall birthrate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>13.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White birthrate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>26.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black birthrate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>9.32</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>69.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen birthrate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>14.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White teen birthrate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>16.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black teen birthrate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>11.34</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>97.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: There are a total of 4896 observations, with each observation representing the birthrate within one state in one month. The summary statistics for the overall birthrate are weighted by the total number of females aged 15-44 in each state and birth month. For more specific birthrates, the summary statistics are weighted by the population of women in each state and birth month with the relevant characteristics.

Table 2: Summary Statistics: Mortality Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Obs</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>36.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>9.33</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>29.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black mortality rate</td>
<td>4807</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>500.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>47.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>26.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White male mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>45.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White female mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>5.27</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>27.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black male mortality rate</td>
<td>4674</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>500.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black female mortality rate</td>
<td>4658</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart disease mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>13.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homicide mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug accident mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicle accident mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risky behavior caused mortality rate</td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: There are a total of 4896 observations, with each observation representing the death rate within one state in one month. The summary statistics for the overall death rate are weighted by the total number of births in each state and birth month. For more specific death rates, the summary statistics are weighted by the population of women in each state and birth month with the relevant characteristics.
Figure 1: Trends in the Birthrate

Birthmonth

Note: Averages are weighted by the total number of women ages 15-44 in each state and birth month

Figure 2: Trends in the Mortality Rate

Birthmonth

Note: Averages are weighted by the total number of births in each state and birth month
Table 3: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Birthrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) birthrate</th>
<th>(2) birthrate</th>
<th>(3) birthrate</th>
<th>(4) teenbirthrate</th>
<th>(5) teenbirthrate</th>
<th>(6) teenbirthrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.266**</td>
<td>-0.347**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.243**</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.450**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.034)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.063)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.059</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.319**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level  
**significant at 5% level  
All standard errors are in parentheses  
All standard errors are clustered by state/birth  
The mean of birthrate is 6.7  
The mean of teenbirthrate is 5.4

Table 4: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Birthrate by Race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) whitebirthrate</th>
<th>(2) whitebirthrate</th>
<th>(3) whitebirthrate</th>
<th>(4) blackbirthrate</th>
<th>(5) blackbirthrate</th>
<th>(6) blackbirthrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.236**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.025)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.230**</td>
<td>-0.568**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.083)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td>-0.536**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.842</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level  
**significant at 5% level  
All standard errors are in parentheses  
The mean of whitebirthrate is 6.5  
The mean of blackbirthrate is 9.3
Table 5: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Birthrate by Race and Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>whitetensbirt</td>
<td>whitetensbirt</td>
<td>whitetensbirt</td>
<td>blackteensbirt</td>
<td>blackteensbirt</td>
<td>blackteensbirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.265**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.935**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.080)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.382**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.258**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.087)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.128)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.306**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.862**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0812)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.170)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
** significant at 1% level

Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of whitetensbirt is 4.6
The mean of blackteensbirt is 11.3

Table 6: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Mortality Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
<th>(8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deathrate</td>
<td>deathrate</td>
<td>deathrate</td>
<td>deathrate</td>
<td>deathrate</td>
<td>deathrate</td>
<td>deathrate</td>
<td>deathrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>-0.121*</td>
<td>-0.140*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.386)</td>
<td>(0.392)</td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
<td>(0.067)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-12.324**</td>
<td></td>
<td>-12.496**</td>
<td>-6.758+</td>
<td>-0.287**</td>
<td>-0.278**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.943)</td>
<td>(3.975)</td>
<td>(3.993)</td>
<td>(3.981)</td>
<td>(0.357)</td>
<td>(0.399)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionblack</td>
<td>-4.530</td>
<td>-10.651</td>
<td></td>
<td>-4.525</td>
<td></td>
<td>-8.327</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.392)</td>
<td>(8.957)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(5.765)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(8.218)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionmale</td>
<td>-2.021</td>
<td>1.519</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.024</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.535</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.522)</td>
<td>(2.478)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.551)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.468)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
** significant at 1% level

Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
Table 7: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Mortality Rate Con’t

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) deathrate</th>
<th>(2) deathrate</th>
<th>(3) deathrate</th>
<th>(4) deathrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td>-0.796**</td>
<td>-0.763**</td>
<td>-0.510**</td>
<td>-0.479**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.220)</td>
<td>(0.229)</td>
<td>(0.136)</td>
<td>(0.135)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionblack</td>
<td>-12.296**</td>
<td>-6.042</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(4.023)</td>
<td>(3.970)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionmoth</td>
<td>-1.584</td>
<td>-5.181</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(5.483)</td>
<td>(7.001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionmale</td>
<td>-1.866</td>
<td>1.674</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.451)</td>
<td>(2.446)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.690</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of deathrate is 10.8

Table 8: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the White Mortality Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) whiterate</th>
<th>(2) whiterate</th>
<th>(3) whiterate</th>
<th>(4) whiterate</th>
<th>(5) whiterate</th>
<th>(6) whiterate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.058)</td>
<td>(0.058)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.153**</td>
<td>-0.153**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.434**</td>
<td>-0.433**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.140)</td>
<td>(0.139)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionmale</td>
<td>-1.858</td>
<td>-1.851</td>
<td>-1.724</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.470)</td>
<td>(2.466)</td>
<td>(2.433)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of whiterate is 9.3
Table 9: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Black Mortality Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) blackrate</th>
<th>(2) blackrate</th>
<th>(3) blackrate</th>
<th>(4) blackrate</th>
<th>(5) blackrate</th>
<th>(6) blackrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.415*</td>
<td>-0.420*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.182)</td>
<td>(0.183)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.850**</td>
<td>-0.850**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.185)</td>
<td>(0.182)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.181**</td>
<td>-1.190**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.293)</td>
<td>(0.292)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionmale</td>
<td>16.296+</td>
<td>16.235+</td>
<td>16.518+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(8.753)</td>
<td>(8.749)</td>
<td>(8.765)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.332*</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.327</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
*significant at 5% level
**significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of blackrate is 18.3

Table 10: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Female Mortality Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) femrate</th>
<th>(2) femrate</th>
<th>(3) femrate</th>
<th>(4) femrate</th>
<th>(5) femrate</th>
<th>(6) femrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.144</td>
<td>-0.164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.097)</td>
<td>(0.102)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.142*</td>
<td>-0.136*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.124</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.123)</td>
<td>(0.124)</td>
<td>(0.124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionblack</td>
<td>-6.811*</td>
<td>-6.746*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-6.505+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(3.281)</td>
<td>(3.293)</td>
<td>(3.348)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionoth</td>
<td>-8.579</td>
<td>-7.460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-7.715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(7.199)</td>
<td>(6.909)</td>
<td>(6.473)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.396</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
*significant at 5% level
**significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of femrate is 6.0
Table 11: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Male Mortality Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) male rate</th>
<th>(2) male rate</th>
<th>(3) male rate</th>
<th>(4) male rate</th>
<th>(5) male rate</th>
<th>(6) male rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal16</td>
<td>-0.099</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.115)</td>
<td>(0.109)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.425**</td>
<td>-0.415**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.124)</td>
<td>(0.132)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.888**</td>
<td>-0.870**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.204)</td>
<td>(0.195)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionblack</td>
<td></td>
<td>-6.569</td>
<td>-6.948</td>
<td>-5.764</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(6.225)</td>
<td>(6.261)</td>
<td>(6.131)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionoth</td>
<td>-12.341</td>
<td>-8.840</td>
<td>-2.355</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(14.583)</td>
<td>(13.833)</td>
<td>(12.210)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.632</td>
<td>0.632</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by state
The mean of male rate is 15.4

Table 12: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the White Male and Female Mortality Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) whitemale rate</th>
<th>(2) whitemale rate</th>
<th>(3) whitemale rate</th>
<th>(4) white female rate</th>
<th>(5) white female rate</th>
<th>(6) white female rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal16</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.156</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.093)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.099)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.154</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.145***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.102)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.698***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.185)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.145)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.239</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by state
The mean of whitemale rate is 13.2
The mean of white female rate is 5.3
Table 13: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Black Male and Female Mortality Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) blackmale rate</th>
<th>(2) blackfemale rate</th>
<th>(3) blackmale rate</th>
<th>(4) blackfemale rate</th>
<th>(5) blackmale rate</th>
<th>(6) blackfemale rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.810*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.418)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-1.767**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.322)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.216)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.231)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-2.319**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.556)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.231)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,674</td>
<td>4,674</td>
<td>4,658</td>
<td>4,658</td>
<td>4,658</td>
<td>4,658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by state/birth
The mean of blackmale rate is 26.2
The mean of blackfemale rate is 9.7

Table 14: Instrumental Variables Analysis of the Impact of Abortion Legalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) birthrate</th>
<th>(2) deathrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.204**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.155**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.085)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>birthrate</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.776**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.246)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,806</td>
<td>4,806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by state/birth
The mean of birthrate is 6.7
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
### Table 15: Fixed Effects Analysis of the Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Mortality Rate with Controls for ‘Wantedness’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) deathrate</th>
<th>(2) deathrate</th>
<th>(3) whitenate</th>
<th>(4) whitenate</th>
<th>(5) blackrate</th>
<th>(6) blackrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.180*</td>
<td>-0.153*</td>
<td>-0.050</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>-0.467*</td>
<td>-0.400*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.077)</td>
<td>(0.082)</td>
<td>(0.059)</td>
<td>(0.071)</td>
<td>(0.195)</td>
<td>(0.170)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionfigurereported</td>
<td>2.253</td>
<td>(3.831)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionunsteemom</td>
<td>4.978</td>
<td>(3.547)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wfractionwhitemom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(4.292)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfractionblackmom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-3.713</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(3.758)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Weighted | yes | yes | yes | yes | yes | yes |
|------------------------------------------|
| R-squared | 0.686 | 0.686 | 0.506 | 0.507 | 0.330 | 0.330 |
| P-value    | 0.329 | 0.445 | 0.529 |       |       |       |

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by state/ith
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
The mean of whitenate is 9.3
The mean of blackrate is 18.3

### Table 16: Fixed Effects Analysis of the Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Mortality Rate with Controls for Maternal Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) deathrate</th>
<th>(2) deathrate</th>
<th>(3) whitenate</th>
<th>(4) whitenate</th>
<th>(5) blackrate</th>
<th>(6) blackrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.320**</td>
<td>-0.31427**</td>
<td>-0.115*</td>
<td>-0.10368*</td>
<td>-0.835**</td>
<td>-0.77875**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>(0.0766)</td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.04986)</td>
<td>(0.235)</td>
<td>(0.22964)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionunsteemopont</td>
<td>-2.46080</td>
<td>(2.56905)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionunsteemomonly</td>
<td>-0.24103</td>
<td>(1.30740)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fractionunsteemomcoll</td>
<td>1.04212</td>
<td>(5.04236)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wfractionwhitemom</td>
<td>-3.12118</td>
<td>(2.44330)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.44330)</td>
<td>(1.55062)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfractionblackmom</td>
<td>4.97182</td>
<td>(3.76578)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfractionblackmomonly</td>
<td>2.65915</td>
<td>(4.48893)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.69490</td>
<td>(4.74573)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bfractionblackmomcoll</td>
<td>11.95702</td>
<td>(9.76035)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Weighted | yes | yes | yes | yes | yes | yes |
|------------------------------------------|
| R-squared | 0.684 | 0.68411 | 0.491 | 0.49121 | 0.312 | 0.31271 |
| P-value    | 0.436 | 0.385 | 0.663 |       |       |       |

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by state/ith
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
The mean of whitenate is 9.3
The mean of blackrate is 18.3
Table 17: Fixed Effects Analysis of the Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Mortality Rate with Controls for ‘Wantedness’ and Maternal Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) deathrate</th>
<th>(2) deathrate</th>
<th>(3) whaterate</th>
<th>(4) blackrate</th>
<th>(5) blackrate</th>
<th>(6) blackrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.329**</td>
<td>-0.21752**</td>
<td>-0.115*</td>
<td>-0.03047</td>
<td>-0.835**</td>
<td>-0.65623**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>(0.06970)</td>
<td>(0.049)</td>
<td>(0.05563)</td>
<td>(0.235)</td>
<td>(0.19904)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Overall Cohort Level Controls</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All White Cohort Level Controls</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Black Cohort Level Controls</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.68502</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.49211</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.31406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level
*significant at 5% level
**significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
The mean of whaterate is 9.3
The mean of blackrate is 18.3

Table 18: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on Mortality Rates by Cause of Death:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) heartdicate</th>
<th>(2) cancerrate</th>
<th>(3) suiciderate</th>
<th>(4) homerate</th>
<th>(5) drugcrrate</th>
<th>(6) motorcrrate</th>
<th>(7) riskyrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.057*</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
<td>-0.048*</td>
<td>-0.106*</td>
<td>-0.211*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.023)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.08773)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.664</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each coefficient is from a separate weighted regression without controls
*significant at 10% level
*significant at 5% level
**significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of heartdicate is 0.5
The mean of cancerrate is 0.7
The mean of suiciderate is 1.8
The mean of homerate is 1.5
The mean of drugcrrate is 0.4
The mean of motorcrrate is 2.7
The mean of riskyrate is 4.7
Table 19: Fixed Effects Models: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Mortality Rate with Census Controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) deathrate</th>
<th>(2) deathrate</th>
<th>(3) whiterate</th>
<th>(4) whiterate</th>
<th>(5) blackrate</th>
<th>(6) blackrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.287**</td>
<td>-0.328**</td>
<td>-0.153**</td>
<td>-0.176**</td>
<td>-0.850**</td>
<td>-0.789**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.069)</td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.048)</td>
<td>(0.185)</td>
<td>(0.190)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Cohort Controls</td>
<td>no yes no no no no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Cohort Controls</td>
<td>no no no yes no no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Cohort Controls</td>
<td>no no no no yes yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes yes yes yes yes yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.688 0.689 0.514 0.515 0.326 0.328</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.221 0.090 0.089 0.088 0.088 0.088</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level  
**significant at 5% level  
***significant at 1% level  
Standard Errors are in parentheses  
All standard errors are clustered by state/bth  
The mean of deathrate is 10.8  
The mean of whiterate is 9.3  
The mean of blackrate is 18.3

Table 20: Fixed Effects Models: The Impact of Abortion Legalization and Pill Legalization for Minors on the Teen Birthrate and Overall Mortality Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) teenbirthrate</th>
<th>(2) teenbirthrate</th>
<th>(3) deathrate</th>
<th>(4) deathrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.457**</td>
<td>-0.455**</td>
<td>-0.258**</td>
<td>-0.266**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.061)</td>
<td>(0.061)</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
<td>(0.071)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pillleg14beg_12</td>
<td>-0.065</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>(0.141)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pillleg14end_12</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.05472</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td>(0.154)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4.896</td>
<td>4.896</td>
<td>4.896</td>
<td>4.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level  
**significant at 5% level  
***significant at 1% level  
Standard Errors are in parentheses  
All standard errors are clustered by state/bth  
The mean of teenbirthrate is 5.4  
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
Table 21: Fixed Effects Models: The Impact of Abortion Legalization and Abortion Legalization for Minors on the Teen Birthrate and Overall Mortality Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) teenbirth</th>
<th>(2) teenbirth</th>
<th>(3) deathrate</th>
<th>(4) deathrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.420**</td>
<td>-0.446**</td>
<td>-0.237*</td>
<td>-0.271**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.045)</td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
<td>(0.090)</td>
<td>(0.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maleleg14beg_lag</td>
<td>-0.133+</td>
<td>-0.221</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.077)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maleleg14end_lag</td>
<td>-0.145+</td>
<td>-0.448**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.145)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighted: yes, yes, yes, yes
Observations: 4,896, 4,896, 4,896, 4,896
R-squared: 0.939, 0.938, 0.688, 0.689

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of teenbirthrate is 5.4
The mean of deathrate is 10.8

Table 22: Fixed Effects Models: The Impact of Abortion Legalization Incorporating Travel on the Birthrate, Teen Birthrate, and Overall Mortality Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) birthrate</th>
<th>(2) teenbirth</th>
<th>(3) deathrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.247**</td>
<td>-0.459**</td>
<td>-0.285**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
<td>(0.062)</td>
<td>(0.071)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18_justadj</td>
<td>-0.089*</td>
<td>-0.239**</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.039)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td>(0.107)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weighted: yes, yes, yes
Observations: 4,896, 4,896, 4,896
R-squared: 0.932, 0.938, 0.688

Note: *significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by statebth
The mean of birthrate is 6.7
The mean of teenbirthrate is 5.4
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
Table 23: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on the Log of Births

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) lnbirthcount</th>
<th>(2) lnbirthcount</th>
<th>(3) lnbirthcount</th>
<th>(4) lnbirthcount</th>
<th>(5) lnbirthcount</th>
<th>(6) lnbirthcount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal6</td>
<td>-0.029*</td>
<td>-0.040**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.057**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.025)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>legal30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.032)</td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level  
**significant at 5% level  
***significant at 1% level  
Standard Errors are in parentheses  
All standard errors are clustered by state/bth  
The mean of lnbirthcount is 8.1

Table 24: Difference in Difference Regression Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) birthrate</th>
<th>(2) tembirthrate</th>
<th>(3) deathrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>early</td>
<td>-0.277**</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
<td>-0.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.097)</td>
<td>(0.504)</td>
<td>(0.603)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cohort2</td>
<td>-0.135**</td>
<td>0.287**</td>
<td>-0.191*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td>(0.040)</td>
<td>(0.083)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cohort3</td>
<td>-1.249**</td>
<td>-0.306**</td>
<td>-0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
<td>(0.057)</td>
<td>(0.117)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earlycoh2</td>
<td>-0.309**</td>
<td>-0.584**</td>
<td>-0.449**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.061)</td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
<td>(0.130)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>earlycoh3</td>
<td>-0.168</td>
<td>-0.690**</td>
<td>-0.870**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.121)</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
<td>(0.200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4.896</td>
<td>4.896</td>
<td>4.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.036</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *significant at 10% level  
**significant at 5% level  
***significant at 1% level  
Standard Errors are in parentheses  
All standard errors are clustered by state/bth  
The mean of birthrate is 6.7  
The mean of tembirthrate is 5.4  
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
Table 25: The Impact of Abortion Legalization on Birthrates and Mortality Rates: Time Trend Regressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLES</th>
<th>(1) birthrate</th>
<th>(2) teenbirthrate</th>
<th>(3) whitebirthrate</th>
<th>(4) blackbirthrate</th>
<th>(5) deathrate</th>
<th>(6) whiterate</th>
<th>(7) blackrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>legal18</td>
<td>-0.233**</td>
<td>-0.353**</td>
<td>-0.203**</td>
<td>-0.598**</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>-0.269+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.029)</td>
<td>(0.058)</td>
<td>(0.038)</td>
<td>(0.060)</td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td>(0.154)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
<td>4,896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each coefficient is from a separate weighted regression without controls
*significant at 10% level
**significant at 5% level
***significant at 1% level
Standard Errors are in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered by state by birth year
The mean of birthrate is 6.7
The mean of teenbirthrate is 5.4
The mean of whitebirthrate is 6.5
The mean of blackbirthrate is 9.3
The mean of deathrate is 10.8
The mean of whiterate is 9.3
The mean of blackrate is 18.3